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PREFACE 
The profession of radio programming is more important today than 
at any other time in the history of the industry. There are more sta-
tions, the broadcasting day is longer, and the listening public is more 
demanding. 
Most of today's senior citizens in radio broadcasting "played it 
by ear" back in the 1920's and 1930's . There were few home receivers and 
even fewer broadcasting stations. Due to the novelty of the new inven-
tion, listeners were anxious merely to "tune in." They would accept al-
most anything that was audible. The passage of time, however, wrought 
many changes. Unqualified public acceptance of the new mass communication 
medium resulted in more and more stations being built. The struggle for 
individuality among stations focused attention on the programming product. 
Listeners responded by acquiring and demonstrating a taste for greater 
program selectivity. 
All went fairly well until the early and middle 1920's when some-
thing occurred that was destined to have a profound effect on the future 
direction of radio broadcasting in the United States . A few daring entre-
preneurs paid for and used radio time to call attention to their merchan-
dise. The initial adventurer was a real estate firm which was able to 
sell building lots on Long Island over WEAF, then in New York City. The 
success of this experiment and others that were to follow in rather quick 
succession opened new horizons for radio broadcasters. Suddenly, radio 
was a money-making business instead of being merely an exciting and glam-
orous hobby. It could be used to make money for merchants with wares to 
iii 
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sell; it could make money for the broadcasting station owners as well! 
And the floodgates opened. 
iv 
In the 1930's and 1940's literally hundreds of broadcasting sta-
tions were constructed yearly. In every moderate-sized city, thousands 
of back orders for receiving sets and parts--binding posts, variable con-
2 densers, tube sockets, tubes, switches, and taps--were not uncommon. 
Although the audience was increasing phenomenally, the . growth of broad-
casting stations was even greater; not in comparative numbers, of course, 
but in proportion to the quantity of audience available to each new 
station. 
It has now been fifteen years since the Federal Communications 
Commission held its first hearing on the economic aspect of the radio 
broadcasting industry. It was in this investigation that the term "audi-
ence fractionation" was first heard. It applied to the circumstance of 
fewer and fewer listeners being available to each station as more and more 
outlets continued to come on the air . A great concern was arising as to 
whether a given community would be able to support economically any 
further increase in numbers of stations . Nevertheless, the growth con-
1My memory of this event is very vivid . It had been written up 
briefly in the press and I can, yet today, see roy father laying aside his 
paper and saying something to the effect that "if this works we'll have 
no more newspapers." We heard the broadcast, of course, and with con-
siderable awe . We also later read that the first "selling" radio program 
had been a success. 
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one of our favorite radio parts shopping centers was Alexander 
Grant's Sons on East Genesee Street in Syracuse, N.Y. On Saturday after-
noons, father and I stood in long queues that nearly always reached out 
into the street. Several of these lines were handled by two or three 
harrassed clerks. Occasionally we could secure one or two in a long list 
of wanted items. There were times when we returned five and six Saturdays 
before obtaining all the parts required to complete our latest model re -
generative receiver. 
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tinued. Today in the United States there are over 4000 AM and FM radio 
stations on the air. Total radio advertising expenditures reach a new 
high with each passing year. But, with few exceptions, the individual 
broadcaster's share of each advertising dollar becomes smaller and smaller. 
While this startling history was being made, the early broad-
casters continued to play their management and programming roles by ear. 
New personnel streamed into stations and were pushed into chairs behind 
waiting desks or in front of microphones that were hungry for words and 
music. 1 There was little or no time for training because there was so 
much else to be done. Furthermore, who had had any training and who 
could train whom? 
With the advent of television, radio broadcasting suffered its 
first major setback. As the phonograph was neglected when radio came 
upon the scene, so were radios forgotten with the arrival of television. 
Radio, which had unwittingly meandered into a withering cross fire from 
two substantial foes--audience fract i onation and economic anemia--now 
faced a third adversary. In the eight years between 1950 and 1958, radio 
lost nearly one-half of its audience. But it has survived; and there is 
evidence that some stations are resuming their roles of responsible and 
meaningful servants. 
lThis is another crystal-clear recollection among my memories of 
early radio. My "audition" for announcing came about in precisely this 
manner--being pushed into the studio that was on the air and in front of 
a live microphone. I had been visiting WSYR, which was then on the 
eleventh floor of Hotel Syracuse. A performer failed to show up. Some-
one pulled several yards of copy from the newsprinter, thrust the armful 
of material and me into the "gold" studio. For fifteen long and harrowing 
minutes I read about the Memorial Day auto race classic to be held in 
Indianapolis. I shudder to this day, realizing that the miserably mis-
pronounced names of foreign racing cars must still be out there in space 
somewhere, however weak. 
INTRODUCTION 
The author has been part and parcel of the rise, decline, and re-
covery of the radio broadcasting empire through thirty years of uninter-
rupted service, and with a fair share of winning efforts and also-rans. 
Because of this, and since there is little or no complete, delineated lit-
erature devoted exclusively to radio programming, the decision was made 
to try to prepare a book on the subject. 
A prospectus was prepared that outlined the complete book. There 
are to be twenty-three chapters divided into three sections. Section I 
is to be devoted to stage-setting: a description of the battleground, 
background, and foreground that characterize the radio scene: the Com-
missions, rating races, codes, and organizations that have a direct bear-
ing on the programming activity of a radio broadcasting station. Section 
II will be largely intuitive, dirt-farming material that has accumulated 
through years of trial and error, successes and failures, and other first-
hand experiences. Section III will cover forms, orders, vital recorns, 
and applications for construction permits and license renewals--all from 
the programming point of view. 
It was decided that Section II might be suitable for this thesis 
since it should contain more original material and should therefore make 
a greater contribution to radio broadcasting literature. 
Bookshelves are rather devoid of current literature relating to 
radio broadcasting. This is especially so in the specific area of pro-
gramming; What little current literature exists relates to the technique 
of sound, and radio station management. 
vi 
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In preparing a thesis on Radio Programming: The Role of the Pro-
grammer, there is a danger of rehashing and rewriting what has already 
been written by others. This is not the purpose of the thesis or the 
book. There is another danger, that of remaining so fundamental, so 
basic and rudimentary, that there is little or no reward for the pur-
chaser or reader. 
Perhaps the objective of what follows is most simply and clearly 
stated by saying that an effort will be made to go behind the scenes to 
explain everyday problems and practices. Ask the average aspirant to 
the program director's role what it is that determines the kind of pro-
gramming in which a station should engage and he will invariably say, 
"Audience." Ask him how he will justify his position and he will say 
something about "putting on good programs." He is not wrong, but he is 
only in the general foyer on the ground floor of a many-storied and com-
plex structure. After he has been on the scene a few years, he may begin 
to suspect that there are many not so obvious factors that affect program-
ming and to which he must give serious consideration if he is not to be-
come a "me-too" broadcaster. 
Another example may help to clarify the direction of the thesis. 
Literature can be found that will show what a log looks like, and there 
will be pictures of program titles and the names of commercial announce-
ment advertisers entered into the logs. It is the intention of the chap-
ter on Traffic, in which logs are discussed, to proceed onward from those 
points, explaining the several purposes of logs and describing details of 
a simple, trouble-free traffic system that will save time and money and 
promote greater efficiency. After several years of experimenting with 
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various systems this, then, becomes a meaningful s hort cut. 
There are many good books on announcing and news, and they de-
scribe the how's very clearly. It is intended here to disclose some of 
the why's behind the how's, that rise to the surface and become apparent 
only after years of service in the industry. 
On the subject of radio music there is no current literature of 
any kind, and the material that exists is ancient and outdated. To many, 
man~gement control of music policies is as strange as Esperanto. The 
chapter on music takes a positive stand in favor of management policy con-
trol as contrasted to disc jockey control, for example, and explains why. 
How to improve Top Forty, Popular, and Classical musical programs will 
also be treated. 
Finally, some space will be given to demonstrating why it is nec-
essary that program directors should think of programming in terms of 
promotion and publicity values, a new angle to an old method. 
It is impossible, of course, to cover every aspect of every pro-
gramming function in every radio broadcasting station. If this were to 
be done it would mean, for example, that the f unctions of the religious 
programming director would require detailed examination. Few, if any, 
stations retain such a person or function today. Nor does the majority 
of stations have an exploitation manager or an artist's bureau manager. 
These all fall within the very large and broad programming area, but have 
only fractional, marginal, and minority application to the current radio 
programming scene. 
It is the basic bread-and-butter elements--the program department 
per~' the programmer and his station, traffic, copy, announcing, music, 
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and news--with which the thesis will be concerned. These are the major 
timbers in radio programming's structure. Where other literature can be 
implemented or supplemented, it will be done, but always from the view-
point of having been there, and having done most or all of the work in 
person. 
CHAPTER I 
THE PROGRAM DIRECTOR AND HIS STATION 
There are few broadcasters today who are not aware of the manner 
in which radio stations are categorized. "Rock 'n Roll, " "Middle of the 
Road," "Adult," "Serious Music," "Long-Hair, " and "Family-type" are some 
of the terms in common use. It is not proposed here to try to learn why 
any given station wears its present mantle. It is more important to look 
at other strong and unalterable factors that affect programming regardless 
of what "type" a station may be. Program directors who bring with them to 
their positions an awareness and understanding of these universal problems 
will be better equipped to assume their roles. Let us examine the factors 
that affect programming. 
In the 1920's and the pre-network era, when there were far fewer 
stations than today and no chain broadcasts, almost anything that could 
be coaxed out of the air-waves was a contribution to the enjoyment of 
those who owne d a radio set and a pair of headphones. The best status 
symbol of all was confirmation from a very distant station proving that 
its programming had been heard. An inscription in a "radio home" in 
Syracuse, New York in the late 1920's illustrates this point. Beauti-
fully hand-lettered on a paper tape about two inches wide, and tacked high 
on the wall from one end of the room to the other, it read, "Some people 
would rather hear a flea sneeze in California than listen to a symphony 
out of New York." Public interest was high in anything that came in over 
the radio. 
1 
All over the United States, boy s excited by stories o f war -time 
radio were tinkering with sets. Some were building receivers, care-
fully winding wires around empty Quaker Oats boxes. They listened 
to everything •••• Thousands of sets were bought .••• In 1920 
and 1921 the public spent millions of dollars on sets. Manufac-
turers could not meet the demand •••. A radio station was thought 
of as a novel and inexpensive means of publicity for any sort of 
company. A hotel or department store or newspaper might put a 
transmitter on its roof and outfit a small room or closet with 
amplifying or control equipment, microphone and phonograph. 
2 
Personnel needs worried no one. All you had to have was an engineer. 
He would play records and sometimes read newspaper items .••• 
Radio listening had a restless pattern. Stations assumed, correctly, 
that most listeners were constantly scouring the dial, trying to get 
Denver, Cincinnati, Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Minneapolis. 
There was therefore no reason for a station to think about program-
ming.l 
Americans went in droves to the market places for radio sets and 
parts. They bought at least one standard model set and built others. 
Almost hourly there were new listeners. This public response was matched 
and eventually exceeded by the broadcasters themselves. In 1920 there 
were three rad io stations in the United States. Four years later there 
were five hundred. As of July , 1963 there were 4354 amplitude modulated 
stations and 1398 frequency modulated stations--a total of 5752--on the 
air, holding construction permits, or with expressed intent to construct 
2 
new facilities. No one knows or can determine precisely at what point 
in this great growth of radio broadcasting stations there were "enough" 
stations. But the hour came--and went--unnoticed. Few broadcasters were 
1Erik Barnouw, Mass Communication (New York: Rinehart and Company , 
Inc., 1956), pp. 31-32. For related material, the reader is referred to: 
Charles A. Siepman, Radio, Television and Society (New york: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1956), p. 5; Sydney W. Head, Broadcasting in America 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1956), pp. 106-109, 116-124; Walter B. 
Emery, Broadcasting and Government (East Lansing, Michigan: Michigan State 
University Press, 1961), pp. 10-24. 
2"summary of Commercial Broadcasting," Broadcasting (August 5, 
1963), 100. For additional material, the reader is referred to Siepman, 
op . cit • , p. 46 • 
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conscious of the implications of this unrestricted growth of radio broad-
casting stations. Somewhere along the line, however, the available audi-
ence became seriously fractionated. Each new station worsened the prob-
lem and added additional stress to the radio/advertising economy. Audi-
ence fractionation is one of the foremost factors affecting radio pro-
grarmning today. 
Audience Fractionation 
Back in 1925, Herbert Hoover, then Secretary of Commerce, said, 
"We can no longer deal on the basis that there is room for everybody on 
the radio highways. There are more vehicles on the road than can get by, 
and if they continue to jam in, all . 1 w~ll be stopped." This viewpoint has 
been expressed by others, and more than once, in the intervening thirty-
seven years. In May, 1962, the Federal Communications Commission invoked 
a freeze order against further grants of construction permits for new 
radio stations. 
Fractionating the audience simply means dividing it into increas -
ingly smaller and smaller parts as each new station takes to the air in a 
given community. Robert F. Elder, in FM Business, April, 1947, said, 
••• the inevitable splitting of the total audience which results 
from more networks, more stations and more programs serves to cut 
down the audience to the average program. That puts radio in the 
position where it yields less and less to the advertiser. 
The Federal Communications Commission, in An Economic Study of 
Standard Broadcasting, October 31, 1947, concluded, 
In a particular community, there may be a tendency to divide the 
listening audience into smaller segments as a result of the addition 
1Fourth National Radio Conference, Proceedings and Recommendations 
for Regulation of Radio (Washington, D.C., November 9-11, 1925), p. 6. 
of new stations. This tendency is aggravated by the limitation of 
service areas arising from interference from new stations in other 
communities. 
This tendency will affect to some degree all "old" and "new" 
stations. Even the new station in the community which did not pre-
viously have a station will find that its audience will be sought 
by a larger number of more distant stations. From the standpoint 
of local time sales, this will be a severely limiting factor, over-
all. To counter it, increased attention should be given to the 
possibility of developing more listening by groups of potential 
listeners who do not now listen to the radio at any given hour of 
the day. 
In the more competitive future the art of program building will 
both affect and be affected by revenue, costs, time rates, income 
and management policy. Basically, the feasibility of a program ser-
vice in the public interest depends on the possibility of economic 
support for the station in the community. For a station faced with 
economic adversity, management policy may permit program standards 
to deteriorate in order to maintain net income. 
In audience fractionation, the program director is face to face 
with one of the biggest and most challenging of all problems affecting 
the programming of his station. His first task, therefore, is to recog-
4 
nize the extent and seriousness of audience fractionation. The problem is 
a kind of two-headed coin. One can blithely say that there are now too 
many stations programming too much for too few. On the other hand, criti~ 
of the radio programming product can and do say with equal fervor that 
more stations are needed to increase competition thereby improving the 
programming product pro bono publico! Somewhere between these two ex-
treme positions lies the answer to socially responsible programming that 
can simultaneously serve the listener and the owners of the broadcasting 
facility. 
Program directors should beseech research scientists for more 
qualitative analyses of radio programming. Why do so many erstwhile 
listeners refrain from tuning in to radio today? Why do so many others 
tune in less frequently? It is not acceptable, without proof, to credit 
television with all of this defection. 
Station Power 
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The size or power of a station is another factor that affects pro-
gramming. This is particularly true of on-the-air going concerns that 
increase their power. New villages, towns, and hamlets--even cities, per-
haps--will be brought within the new coverage fold, Will it be a cultural 
or industrial element that is added? Shall the music policy be altered? 
Has the news staff been expanded so that the "news rounds" can be made? 
How much effect will a new music and news policy have on the nucleus of 
listeners who liked the station before it increased its power? 
Will the new and higher power call for directional antenna opera-
tion at night? If so, some of the audience served in the daytime will be 
eliminated at night. News, public affairs, and live programming will be 
affected by this modification, since the audience that normally might 
listen during the day may not be able to hear the station after sunset. 
Finally, with regard to power, there is another problem of an in-
ternal nature. Stations publish coverage maps. Contour lines depicting 
-primary and secondary areas are sometimes "stretched" or "expanded" so 
that the station looks more powerful than it actually is. The station's 
program director should be concerned -about this. He should know the 
actual coverage of his station, and program to it. 
Station Location 
There are many radio stations in the fringe areas of large cities, 
in large towns and small cities that are more or less satellites of the 
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larger community. This circumstance creates another programming problem. 
The program director must decide whether to program for the entire market 
or concentrate on the "home town community." The freedom to make this 
major decision nearly always rests with owners or managers. This do es 
not, however, excuse the program director from responsibility. Once 
again the news, public affairs, and live programming policies will differ 
in the major market vs. small home town concepts. All other things being 
equal, it is recommended that the local market be wooed and won first be-
fore programming to the larger area is contemplated. In any event, pre-
vious successes and failures in similar circumstances should be studied 
carefully before reaching a final conclusion. A pound of planning here 
will be worth a carload of cure later on. 
Owner Management 
The roles of station owners, general managers, and managers among 
factors that affect programming should not be difficult to understand. 
If they do not provide the funds to finance a respectable programming 
product, little can be expected in the way of responsible radio broadcast-
ing. In defense of management, though, it should be remembered that its 
prime responsibility is to make a reasonable profit on the capital in-
vestment. 
Whatever conclusion is reached is bound to have an effect on pro-
gramming. Some managers are sales-oriented exclusively. Sales come 
first. The stations are programmed for advertisers. There is little or 
no live talent, an absence of discussion features and controversial or 
editorial content. The news is "ripped and read." The station says that 
it has the B I G S 0 U N D. Studios are lined with wall-to-wall chatter, 
and large blocks of programming time--usually three to five hours at a 
stretch--are devoted to the same type of programming. If there are ed-
itorials they are probably of the prefabricated variety purchased from 
some thought factory a thousand miles away, and they generally take a 
stand in favor of motherhood or in opposition to sin. 
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Program-centered stations offer a variety of fare. The record-
spot-record-spot image is avoided as much as possible. Announcers are 
more knowledgeable. They speak well and with confidence and authority. 
Music is station controlled. Advertisers conform. The station's news is 
not of the "me-too" variety. The schedule is balanced. The sound is 
mature and respectful. 
In a sales-slanted station a program director will have little 
opportunity to direct; his work will be predetermined, prescribed in ad-
vance. The station will probably adhere to a strict formula. The pro-
gram director may, in fact, be called upon to devote much of his time to 
announcing, and to the news directorship function as well! 
Facilities 
Generally speaking, the stations with the best equipment and 
facilities are also the stations with the better programs. Good equipment 
is no automatic guarantee, of course, of a superior broadcasting product 
because personnel bears the responsibility of getting the most out of the 
equipment. It follows, however, that where personnel is equal, the better 
and more completely equipped station has a generally superior sound. Good 
high fidelity taping and recording accoutrements, top quality mobile news 
facilities, traveling studios, excellent turn-tables, and input and output 
equipment, subject to regular and thorough maintenance, make a radio sta-
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tion sound better and look better. On the other hand, well-trained and 
experienced program and production people will be laboring almost in vain 
and at prohibitive odds if they are confronted with wow, flutter, low 
fidelity, scratch, hiss, high noise level, and other undesirable by-
products of cheap and poorly serviced tools of their trade. Even the 
best efforts will sound poor. 
The Federal Communications Commission 
Chaos reigned before the regulating commissions were born and it 
would ride high, wide, and handsome again were their authorities to be 
relaxed. Preachers, doctors, soothsayers, and con men once reaped a har-
vest. "Doc" Brinkley peddled his goat gland medicine and prescribed sur-
gery via the air waves for patients half a continent away. Tea Lea f Kitty 
from Jersey City would answer any question (in a plain envelope) or tell 
any fortune (just send a dollar). 
The Federal Communications Commission affects programming. And 
the program director should familiarize himself with pertinent sections 
of 'the Federal Communications Act of 1934, and with specific program rules 
of the Federal Communications Commission, particularly those areas relat-
ing to the do's and don'ts of programming, copy, commercials, sponsor and 
station identifications, contests, and controversial material. The sec-
tion relating to political programming is a major document in itself. In 
addition to being familiar with its contents, the program director should 
be conversant with some of the more important policy-making decisions of 
the Commission. And he should have his very own personal copy of the 
Political Catechism prepared and distribut ed by the National Association 
of Broadcasters. 
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Other Factors 
At first, it was tempting to write "miscellaneous" for the head-
ing to this section. But some of what follows is anything but miscel-
laneous. Unions, for example. The principle of unionism is not always a 
deterrent to programming; the practice of it frequently is. Union leader-
ship has long had as one of its prime objectives a "more, more, more" 
philosophy for the benefit of its constituents. Ever-increasing wages 
and regular pressure for a shorter working week have steadily increased 
h f d . b . 1 t e cost o o~ng us~ness. Programming personnel constitute the larg-
est single department in any broadcasting station. Since approximately 
forty percent of each dollar of operation cost is invested in programming 
and programming personnel, the direct effect of unionism becomes pain-
fully apparent. When extra time and additional personnel are required for 
research, preparation, rehearsal, and performance, fewer live, public af-
fairs, discuss ion, and educational programs can be created and broadcast. 
Time was when an occasional performer could broadcast without objection 
on the part of the union. Today there must be a "stand-by fee" or the 
performer must join the union. Union memb ership has not gained and no 
individual employee thereby receives any more take-home pay. The union 
itself gains only fractionally from membership fees. The station most 
often loses completely. It must pay a higher fee for the performers' 
services or give up the program idea entirely. There once was enough 
elasticity in the exchequer to pay a modest amount for· overtime for, say, 
a once weekly lively discussion on the pros and cons of fluoridation. 
1
see Charles A. Lindblom, Unions and Capitalism (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1950), p. 194, for disruptive consequences of unionism, 
and what he defines as "responsible" unionism. 
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When the number of overtime hours reached a certain point it was more 
advisable--and there was still money enough--to hire a new full-time em-
ployee. Generally spiraling costs, and restrictions and assessments lim-
iting overtime or making it financially impossible, now make it necessary 
for more and more stations in the middle and lower income brackets to 
discard creative projects in favor of record programs. In stations where 
the programmers still talk and dream about the better and more original 
programs, cost is a paramount concern and ideas that otherwise might have 
blossomed into worthwhile enlightenment die on the drawing board . 
Perhaps it is only the senior programming and management broad-
casting citizens who feel this way, but there is something economically 
cancerous in a circumstance that prescribes precisely who shall and shall 
not move a microphone, push a button, and bring out or return recordings. 
It is not enough, therefore, for the program director to be aware of cur-
rent rules, regulations, and restrictions on his personnel. He must be 
alert almost to thought processes and "ideas in the making" by unions 
that will in any way circumscribe his sphere of creativity. He must be 
able to react quickly and intelligently when, prior to contract negotia-
tions, unions submit their demands. 
Compet ition. The spice of American business life is competition 
and to some it is the only factor that affects programming . There are 
broadcasters in most of our fifty states who are simply outclassed by com-
petition. These broadcasters started out on a small scale, never made an 
impression in the market, and remained small. Income and profit have been 
so meager that little or nothing can be invested in the programming prod-
uct. In other cases, among stations that are more or less equal in their 
!I 
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share of public attention, one station may make a break toward off-beat 
or bizarre programming, only to have many or all of the other stations 
follow suit. If one station broadcasts Bingo, another hurries to put on 
Zingo. Games, give-aways,, and stunts provoke emulation in kind. On the 
other hand, some stations are forever striving to serve their communities 
with better and more enlightening programming fare. It is necessary, 
therefore, that all stations have funds available for the creation, pro-
duction, and airing of original and meaningful programs of their own re-
gardless of what the other fellow does. 
Budget. If no funds are earmarked to buy talent, writers, remote 
lines, or any of the other ingredients that are vital to the creation and 
execution of program features other than the usual run of disc jockey 
shows, the station will have little or no distinction. Where there is a 
budget--and many stations have none--it must be used wisely. Demands on 
the program director's creativity and administration generally vary in 
direct proportion to the amount of programming money available. 
There are other factors that have a direct bearing on the kind of 
programming that a station must do. Many stations in larger markets find 
it profitable and desirable to program exclusively to ethnic groups. 
Some stations forego English-speaking features altogether; others concen-
trate exclusively on Negro programming. Some stations are strongly sports 
oriented, particularly where the market is large and the audience especi-
ally partial to sports features. In the midwest, stations specialize in 
agricultural programming and assistance to those interested in animal 
husbandry. Were these same program directors to migrate to New York, 
Boston, Philadelphia, or similar metropolitan areas, it would become nee-
-- ,---- -
- --
essary for them to change their programming directions, particularly if 
employed by a station with low transmitting power. 
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Programming directing is a study of the audience, real and poten-
tial, of the station's location and power, its owners and manager, and of 
its facilities and its competition. The good programmer will be aware of 
the history of the Federal Radio Commis sion , the Federal Communications 
Commission, and of the individual commissioners and chairmen who have 
served on these bodies. He must remember that unions have a right to 
live. To contest that right is wrong but, in recognizing and opposing 
demands that are likely to depress the programming product, the program 
director will be defending the integrity of his work. 
~- -
CHAPTER II 
THE PROGRAM DEPARTMENT 
Theoretically, a radio station's program department is important 
enough to merit both general and specific study. In practice, there is 
no such thing as an ideal or typical program department. If one settles 
for the fact that a program department consists of a program director, 
producers, directors, writers, announcers, news and special events men 
and, perhaps, a women's features performer, the truth remains that there 
are more stations with fewer program department employees than these, 
l 
and some with none at all. Nevertheless, program departments, as they 
are generally viewed by members of the broadcasting and advertising fra-
ternity, are sufficiently unique to be looked at twice--first as a co-
hesive operating unit, and second as a grouping of several departments. 
In this chapter, the first aspect will be examined. 
On paper, no other unit in the radio station has as many em-
ployees as the program department, nor is any other department broken 
down into as many separate operational groups occupying themselves with 
totally different but equally important and closely related chores. In 
stations that are program-oriented--where the program is the most impor-
tant aspect of operations--the number of employees may total half of the 
1sherman P . Lawton, The Modern Broadcaster (New York: Harper & 
Brothers, 1961). On page 7, Mr. Lawton has included two pictures. · One 
shows twenty-five employees that are needed to prepare and broadcast one 
television news program. The second picture contains six people, the 
entire staff of a radio station. Incidentally, both stations are in the 
same state, Oklahoma. 
l3 
~-:tire 14 staff. There will be a program director with an assistant and a 
secretary; one or two production supervisors, and an equal number of 
dir~ctors. There often is a chief announcer. This is not only a mark of 
distinction generally accorded the senior announcer on the staff, but the 
task is an important one, too, in that it provides announcing staff super-
vision at the announcing level. Depending on the scope of the program-
ming activity, there can be from five to fifteen announ9ers. The news 
department is headed by a responsible director and can comprise an almost 
unlimited number of men and women if one includes the "stringers," re-
sponsible citizens within the signal area of the station who telephone 
news-in-the-making to the news desk. There really is no such thing as a 
"normal" news staff. In some stations, announcers spend part of their 
time contacting police and fire departments, hospitals, and other sources 
of news, and ripping and reading or rewriting the national and interna-
tional news as it comes in on the teletypewriter. On the other hand, 
several men and women devote their full time to the news-gathering func-
tion in many stations, · and this number is increased if there are two or 
three mobile units patrolling the streets. 
In larger stations a complete sports department will occasionally 
be found consisting of play-by-play men, color men, and statisticians. 
Such a phenomenon, of course, is confined to those stations that make a 
specialty of a solid, year-round sports schedule--baseball, football, 
basketball, hockey--but sports "departments" do exist at the local station 
level. 
The traffic department can consist of three or four employees or, 
in a very small station, the receptionist-telephone operator may devote 
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part of her time to looking after traffic details. 
The writing division within a radio station's program department 
can likewise vary in size among different stations. Some program depart-
ments have no writers, commercial copy being written by announcers, sales-
men, or even the manager, However, in large, widely active stations, par-
ticularly those making a specialty of public affairs, discussion, docu-
mentary, editorial and educational programming, while also programming 
separately for a frequency modulation station, the writing staff will be 
much larger--a half dozen or more would not be unusual--and this "depart-
ment" will be divided into two separately functioning divisions. One 
group will specialize in commercial copy, formats, and promotional an-
nouncements, while the other will confine itself to research and creative 
writing. 
Radio stations purveying live music (and there are still many that 
do) will have several musicians on the staff, the number depending on the 
arrangements that have been worked out with the musicians' local union 
representatives. There will also be a director of this group; and, again 
depending on contractual stipulations, he may be responsible for the tone 
and tempo of the station's recorded music. 
A director of women's programming or activities is not unusual. 
On smaller stations this function consists of little more than a thirty 
or forty-five minute program of chit-chat and recipes inte~spersed with 
commercial announcements of direct interest to the lady-listener. In 
larger communities and among the more active stations the term "women's 
activities" is taken seriously and literally, and the chore consumes the 
full time not only of the woman-director-broadcaster, but of a secretary 
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as well. 
Many stations serve a large and predominantly farm audience. A 
part-time farm director is required in addition to one or two part-time 
employees who are knowledgeable and articulate in crop and livestock af-
fairs and problems on the farm. And finally, it is not unusual to find a 
special events department, or at least a director, and an educational di-
rector on the staff of a large radio station. 
All of these individuals--about fifty in number--comprise the pro-
gram department. Individually, or within their own little departmental 
sphere, they are responsible for one special and important part of the 
programming whole. Collectively they are the creative backbone of the 
broadcasting station. Creativity, of course, is not limited to the em-
ployees within the program department. Others on the staff, including the 
salesmen and even members of the auditing division, can and do present 
programming ideas. It is the program department, however, under the 
leadership of the program director, that organizes and builds, finishes, 
preens and polishes, and instills life into what otherwise might forever 
remain a handful of words on a scrap of paper. 
It has been said many times over that broadcasting is a business 
and that its prime function is to make money. Standing alone in this 
manner, the statement becomes a target of justifiable criticism. Many 
broadcasters, however, realize that profits and good, studied, carefully 
planned and produced programs go hand in hand. And it is how the profits 
are made that is of importance when radio broadcasting is viewed in its 
total sense--a medium of entertainment, information, education, and public 
service. 
========~==============================================================~=====-~==~======= 
i 
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Nearly forty years ago, Samuel L. "Roxy" Rothafel of radio's old 
"Roxy's Gang" was sensitive to and directed himself to this specific 
point. 
We have all manner of broadcasters, from the billion dollar com-
munication company to the proud though ignoble owner of a wheezy 
twenty-watt contraption who enjoys the same rights and privileges 
as the more able dispensers •.•• There is no altruism in broad-
casting. It is a cold, commercial thing squirming under the un-
merciful heel of exploitation.l 
Later on, in his now thirty-eight year old book, he wrote: 
The architecture of program construction is perhaps the most 
sadly neglected phase of broadcasting today •.•• One cannot help 
but wonder when broadcasting will be able to claim a genius who 
will fabricate a program with the deft deliberation of a seasoned 
impressario.2 
Good programming do es not materialize magically from typewriters 
and microphones. It requires people--many people--working together . Eric 
3 
Barnouw, in one of his books, refers to the "Production Team." The pro-
duction team is but a small part of the programming team. Skornia, Lee, 
and Brewer make the programming function quite clear: 
Commercial stations are interested in the largest audiences pos-
sible and can prosper only if they maintain these audiences. Program 
directors ••• know that the flow of programs must be such that 
listeners do not drift away from the station, driven elsewhere by a 
succession of weak shows ••.• Contrary to the opinion of many 
people, there is no accident about good programming.4 
The same authors also point out that: 
1samuel L. Rothafel and Raymond Francis Yates, Broadcasting, Its 
New Day (New York: The Century Company, 1925), p. 15. 
2Ibid., p. 28. 
3Erik Barnouw, Handbook of Radio Production (Boston: D. C. Heath 
and Company, 1949). 
4H. J. Skornia, Robert H. Lee, and Fred A. Brewer, Creative 
Broadcasting (New York: Prentice -Hall, Inc., 1950), p. 7. 
Radio is a medium with a unique responsibility, because of its 
wide potential audience and its power over men's minds •••• It 
depends strongly on the imagination of the listener and therefore 
requires great imagination from performer and director.l 
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In the British Broadcasting Handbook for 1963, an organizational 
chart reveals a dozen separate and distinct programming activities, in-
eluding Central Programme Operations, Children's Programmes, Drama, Fea-
tures, Gramophone Programmes, Light Entertainment, Outside Broadcasts, 
Religious Broadcasting, School Broadcasting, Talks, Music Programmes, and 
L . h . 2 ~g t Mus~c. A study of the table of contents of Hayes and Gardner's 
Both Sides of the Microphone will disclose that these authors consider a 
station's program departmen~ a collection of many specialized funct mons--
announcing, continuity, music division, sound effects, program research, 
auditions, producers, and artists' bureau. 3 They even divide the music 
division into three components--studio orchestra, music library, and divi-
sion of copyrights. 
When one realizes the large number of ideas for programs that 
each radio station must receive from listeners and staff members, 
and that the program department is the final arbiter in accepting 
or rejecting these ideas, it is easy to believe this department 
responsible for the success or failu re of a station.4 
Of course, time has changed some things. Musical copyright is no 
longer a prime concern of the program department. Paid memberships in 
1Ibid., p. 15. 
2British Broadcasting Corporation, BBC Handbook 1963 (Bungay, 
Su ffolk , Great Britain: Richard Clay and Company, Lt d ., 1963), p. 138. 
3John S. Hayes and Horace J. Gardner, Both Sides of the Microphone 
(New York: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1938), Table of Contents. 
4Ibid., p. 22. 
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1 ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC has removed the copyright worry almost completely. 
And because the novelty of radio broadcasting has long since worn off, 
listeners seldom suggest program ideas of broad, general interest. Most 
of today's demands on radio come from fringe religious groups, publicity 
agents, and gimmick peddlers with a program "idea" to implement the sale 
of their wares. Nevertheless the Program reigns as supreme today as it 
ever did, and the need for a creative and professional program department 
is as great today as at any other time in radio's history. If radio is to 
enjoy a renaissance (and legion are they who say that it sorely needs one), 
the concept that it is creativity, originality, and newness that will at-
tract and hold listeners must be re-established; also that trained men and 
women whose sole functions are to create and produce must be retained, 
In a department that is as large as a program department can be-
come, and that is both heterogeneous and homogeneous, organizational pro-
cedures are necessary. For example, there should be a regular depart-
mental meeting. This need not include every last employee in the divisio~ 
but certainly the heads of each section--news, music, traffic, copy, and 
announcing--should sit down once a week, to talk out ideas, discuss prob-
lems and possible new programs, to prepare well in advance for seasonal 
programming requirements, and to review the highlights and mishaps of the 
previous week. The meeting is ideal, too, for checking on work in prog-
ress. 
The cousin to the meeting is the memorandum. The importance of 
this tool cannot be overemphasized. If the program department is a one -
lAmerican Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers; Broadcast 
Music, Incorporated; and Society of European Songwriters, Authors, and 
Composers. 
I; 
il 
II 
II 
l 
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man operation, he jots a reminder to himself on his calendar pad or in a 
personal diary and thus keeps in step with appointments, deadlines, can-
cellations, new insertions, changes in advertising copy, and scores of 
other minutiae that are, nonetheless, important to each broadcasting day. 
In a large department, with two or twenty other employees dependent on 
days, places, dates, times, assignment schedules, and a score or more of 
other vital details, the memorandum with copies to all concerned assumes 
even greater importance if the department is to function smoothly and 
efficiently . 
Finally, before turning to the more important individual sections 
within the program department, something should be said about interdepart-
mental relationships. Historically, program departments have been embayed 
on all sides by other departments in the station, not excluding manage-
ment. And the experience has been neither pleasant nor productive of good 
broadcasting. Sales departments have been hypercritical of program de-
partments, accusing them of being non-commercial in the programs they 
create, and of not cooperating in the general interests of the station. 
Naturally, with the sales department being concerned only with the dollar, 
everything else is irrelevant and unimportant. And this includes the 
program department. Engineering departments, likewise different in nature 
and objective, also rear up and claw from time to time. The music could 
be better, the news is not always as crisp and updated as other stations', 
and the studio employees are totally inconsiderate of the delicate nature 
of the electronic equipment with which they work. Of course, the program 
department is not without its share of belligerence. 
The program department should earn respect and fight to retain it. 
! 
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It is then management's lot to cast the die, so to speak. If it agrees 
that the program is the thing, if it acknowledges that one sure way to 
profit is through good programs, if it is attempting to establish a def-
inite image in the public's eye through programming, then the program de-
partment must be and remain king, and be aided and abetted by management. 
There is yet another way of saying the same thing. If through 
knowledge of its audience and a general awareness of sports activities in 
the area, for example, the program department in concert with the manager 
decides that sports results and reports should be part of newscasts--that 
to schedule and fill up a fifteen-minute time block with sports palaver 
would be detrimental to maximum audience patronage--then so be it and so 
it should remain. It often happens, however, that a sports -happy sales-
man and sports-minded merchant get together and, before anyone can demur, 
a signed and sealed contract for an across-the-board sports show is on 
the manager's desk. This, then, becomes the moment of great decision: 
who programs the station, the sales department or the program department? 
Of course, such a crisis can be avoided by having general staff meetings 
and policies clearly expressed in advance. But many times it is not, and 
more often than not the programming of the station is governed by the 
sales potential. When this takes place, the pure programming function 
atrophies, and one by one the programmers disappear from the scene. 
I 
0 ! 
CHAPTER III 
TRAFFIC 
"Traffic" in a radio station can be (a) a system, (b) an indi-
vidual, or (c) a desk-and-file area. The traffic system is the method -
ology by which radio operations logs materialize for use by announcers, 
engineers, and the sales staff, and which act as a guide to the minute-
by-minute, hourly, daily, and weekly programming of a radio station. 
Major program titles are copied from the logs and serve as a source of 
information for publicly distributed program listings and for use by the 
promotion and advertising departments. The original program log, used by 
announcers to record the beginning and end of each program and announce-
ment, must be filed intact and unedited for a period of at least two 
years. Later, at .license renewal time, the F. C. C. will designate seven 
days in the preceding two or two and one-half years which make up what is 
called the "composite week." From these logs the station must extract 
specific information, which is presented to the F. C. C. for purposes of 
license renewal. 
Traffic personnel refers to the staff member or members who do the 
work of maintaining a master log, and who transfer each day's broadcasting 
schedule to a fresh log form. In a very small station, the individual as-
signed to traffic may have other duties. In a large operation, one or 
more full-time staff members may be needed to perform the traffic func-
tion. This is particularly true of large 50,000-watt stations that broad-
cast around the clock or when an FM s tation is supplementary to the main 
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broadcasting operation. 
The traffic desk-and-file area is a niche that is occupied and 
act ive only when the traffic function is being performed. In small oper-
at ions , even though the activity requires only part-time attention, traf-
fic becomes an important repository of letters, memoranda, orders, can-
cellations, pub lic service announcements, and finished commercial copy, 
all of which have direct and important bearing on the public service and 
financial aspects of the station's operation. 
If any position merits the title of nerve center or circulatory 
system in the business of broadcasting, it is traffic. And one of the 
marks of a good program director is the existence of an ef ficient, 
orderly traffic operation. Although a subordinate function of the pro-
gram depart~ent, traffic is responsible to the sales department for in-
stant and accurate information relative to dates, times, expirations, 
availabilities, and adjacencies. 
Traffic Functions 
The traffic division receives information, stores it, and repro-
duces it. This information may take many forms: (1) new programs 
scheduled for the future, (2) dates of old programs' expirations, (3) 
contract data on commercial announcements and pr0grams, (4) current and 
future network programs, (5) studio, remote, and personnel assignments, 
(6) public service and promotion announcements, and (7) co ding and other 
pertinent data, including whether the material scheduled for broadcast is 
live or recorded, the kind of recording (tape or disc), and the identifi-
cation numbers of the tapes or transcriptions that are to be broadcast. 
II Traffic receives these and other instructions almost hourly. Out of an 
! 
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orderly arrangement and file system will come new operations logs and the 
answers to scores and scores of daily inquiries. 
Information: Sources and Methods 
No matter how carefully the function is protected, the traffic 
desk eventually becomes a catch-all for communiques, memoranda, hastily 
scribbled notes, over-the-shoulder or off-the-cuff remarks, and telephone 
calls. Word-of-mouth instruction should never -be tolerated unless fol-
lowed immediately with a note of confirmation. This is a basic rule. Its 
violation will result in chaos. Commercial announcements and programs 
particularly should get on the air when scheduled, and should not run be-
yond termination date. The station that is constantly "making up" an-
nouncements lost through scheduling inaccuracies quickly acquires a poor 
reputation among station representatives and advertising agencies. A 
tarnished image is hard to live down. 
Memoranda, sales orders, and production orders are the most common 
methods of getting information to traffic. The program director usually 
employs the formal memo to advise traffic of program changes. These memo-
randa should contain all information relative to the day, date, time, 
length, frequency, title, source, and personnel involved on the program. 
Copies of these memoranda also serve to alert all other persons who will 
have any connection whatever with the program, announcement schedule, or 
other requirements. One memo must suffice, with copies for all other 
people or departments involved. 
Just as orders for program changes originate with the program di-
rector, sales orders will come to traffic from the sales department. 
Sales orders should be complete, setting forth name of account and agency, 
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whether announcements or programs or both are involved, days, dates, and 
times of schedulings, beginning and termination dates, length of announce-
ments or programs, costs, di scounts , and any other special instructions 
that will guarantee handling the account in an expeditious and efficient 
way. 
Different stations have different names for these orders. They 
can be "Sales Orders," "Commercial Orders," "Service Orders," or "Sales 
Service Orders." Several carbon copies must be made. These order forms, 
of course, can be printed. The names ~f department or positions needing 
copies can also be printed in either upper corner of the form, followed by 
a box. A check in the proper box will assure routing to proper destina-
tion. Generally, copies go to traffic, program, management, and bookkeep-
ing. At least one copy remains on file in the commercial or sales depart-
ment. 
Sales order may originate with the bookkeeping department. The 
sales staff executes the contract for commercial time and delivers prop-
erly signed copies to the bookkeeping or accounting office, which then 
issues the sales order. It is the bookkeeping department's eventual re-
sponsibility to see that daily logs and service orders agree. If they do 
not, an immediate inquiry must be launched to determine why a change has 
occurred and who has authorized it, 
Stations should be encouraged to experiment with several methods 
and forms whereby the traffic department is given vital information. 
After a period o f trial and error with various forms and systems, one may 
emerge that, while remaining uncomplicated and uncluttered, provides 
enough information to guarantee efficient, error-free handling of each 
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valuable account from the signing of the contract to the eventual collec-
tion of monies due for services rendered. 
All important order forms are punched for permanent filing in a 
large three-ring hard-cover book. Traffic especially will use one or 
more of these books, alphabetized for quick reference. Subsequent amend-
ments and revisions should be stapled in chronological order to the orig-
inal instructions. 
Sustaining and commercial announcement and program information 
account for only a portion of the data with which traffic is concerned. 
Production or Recording Orders are important to traffic since this infor-
mation must become a part of each day's log. Whenever a tape or disc is 
to be cut, personnel, studios, equipment, and suppliers are involved, and 
as much of this information as is pertinent to orderly operations should 
appear on the log. Recording orders also help to establish a control sys-
tem on tape inventories . If a station establishes a regulation that no 
tapes a re to be cut unless authorized by a signed recording order, fewer 
tapes will disappear, and those that are made can always be traced. 
The Log--Its Purpose and Form 
The log performs at least four important functions in that it 
provides: (1) a schedule of on-the -air material, announcers' shifts, 
taping sessions, etc., (2) a basis for the following week's log, (3) a 
permanent record of statistics for composite week data to be filed with 
the F. C. C., and (4) authority for billing. 
There are many varieties and sizes of logs. The F. C. C. does 
not specify what kind of log a station shall use as long as it reveals a 
true record of the station's day-to-day broadcasting activities and can 
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disclose the kind of programming that has been done. Perhaps the most 
satisfactory manner o f arriving at the kind of log to adopt is to obtain 
a copy of F. C. C. Form 303, which is an Application for Renewal of Broad-
cast Station License. From it two very helpful bits of information can be 
gleaned. First, in Section IV, page 4, there are eight important defini-
tions: a commercial program, a sustaining program, a network program, a 
recorded program, a wire program, a local live program, a non-commercial 
spot announcement, and a spot announcement. On page 1 of the same sec-
tion is a breakdown of programming by categories--entertainment, religi-
ous, agricultural, educational, news, discussion, talk, and miscellaneous. 
Knowledge of the kind of information requested by the F. C. C. when a sta-
tion applies for renewal of its license will be very helpful in determin-
ing the size and coding system of logs. 
It is also suggested that program and traffic personnel be re-
quired to read and to review from time to time the references to logs in 
the Federal Communications Commission Rules and Regulations. Many old-
timers in the broadcasting business, who follow this practice, are always 
being surprised by the amount of information they have forgotten, and 
sometimes by rules they never knew . 
The Daily Schedule. Everything that is to be broadcast should 
find its place into the station's log. Every network and local program, 
all remote and studio shows, announcements, newscasts, scheduled time I 
signals, etc. should be t yped into the log and coded. The log is the I 
i! 
bible of the station's daily operation. It should be an accounting of 
what is scheduled to be aired. Corresponding times, written in and 
signed by each announcer, attest that what was planned was performed. 
I 
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Any changes in the log should be made by an authorized person. The fewer 
hand-written inserts that each day's log contains, the better. Emergen-
cies, naturally, fall outside this restriction. In case of a severe storm 
or other major catastrophe, the wise program manager arranges for supple-
mentary clerical help to assist in keeping an accurate log. 
Following Week 1 s Log_. Traffic desks retain file copies of daily 
logs. Each will be used again with insertion and de letion data, record-
ing orders, sales service orders, etc., to make up a new log for the 
seventh day hence. This Monday's log is used for making up next Monday's, 
and so on for each remaining day of the week. This system is simple, its 
physical size is small enough to be locked in the average desk drawer, 
and it is almost as foolproof as an adding machine. In addition to the 
current log, two accordion fiJes are needed . Each should have pocke ts 
numbered from 1 to 31 corresponding to the days of the month. The files 
can be labeled "IN" and "OUT ," or "START" and "END." As each new program, 
production, and sales order is received, it is dropped into the "IN" or 
"START" file in the numbered space corresponding to the day of the month 
on which it is to begin. Deletions, cancellations, and expirations are 
handled in similar manner with the remaining file . The old log is then 
up-dated with any new file information, changes penciled in, and a new 
log typed therefrom. The old log can then be destroyed and the orders 
r emoved from the numbered files for permanent storage. 
The Composite Week. Once every three years , each station must 
give an accounting of its stewardship in applying for license renewal. 
Seven days are selected at random by the F. C. C. from the previous two 
or three years of operation. These become a "composite week" for careful 
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analysis by the F. C. C. How much entertainment has been provided? How 
much talk, news, discussion, education, etc.? How much network, recorded, 
wire, and live programming was broadcast? How many spot announcements ap-
peared during the composite week? How many fifteen-minute periods were 
interrupted two, three, four, and five or more times by commercial an-
nouncements? 
This is not an easy task or one that can be quickly solved, It is 
important, therefore, that all information and proper coding are made part 
and parcel of every log as it is typed. Some stations analyze each day's 
log before it is filed away, thus keeping a running account of daily and 
weekly performance. 
Authority for Billing. Every log, finally, has a very important 
bread and butter function. Each log is the bookkeeping department's sole 
authorization for billing to advertisers. If it is noticed that the com-
mercial program or announcement was broadcast as scheduled, that its be-
ginning and ending times have been written in and initialed by the an-
nouncer assigned to it, an entry is made in the station's billing ledger 
indicating that service has been performed as promised. Then the proper 
bills are sent out at the end of the week, month, or other billing period. 
Logs perform other important functions as well . One of these is 
that they provide a source of availabilities. What areas of the schedule 
are currently open for business? How many news adjacencies are available? 
Perhaps there is a good news adjacency opening in two or three weeks. One 
of traffic's functions is to provide this information to the sales depart-
ment each week . Information on availabilities is used not only by local 
salesmen and the sales manager, but by the station's sales representatives 
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as well. 
The programmer or chief announcer will find the station's daily 
log to be a convenient method of assigning work shifts to announcers and 
maintaining a record of hours worked. Many stations assign shifts di-
rectly on the log. Air personnel can see at a glance the blocks of pro-
gramming time for which each is responsible, also any special shows or 
recording sessions which have been assigned. When time sheets are made 
out at the end of each week, they should correspond to the work schedule 
indicated in the log. Any additional time worked is accounted for by an 
explanation on the time sheet, 
A traffic system, the log, and an availabilities formula can be 
no better than the people assigned to the task--the traffic girl and her 
working conditions, the program director under whose supervision the log 
takes shape, and the sales department and other personnel responsible for 
providing intelligent, intelligible, timely information from which each 
day's tog is built. The best system will be worthless without good people 
to make it perform properly. 
CHAPTER IV 
COPY 
This chapter is concerned with the commercial announcement, vari-
ously referred to as copy, continuity, spot announcement, plug, or blurb. 
Whatever the name, its prime function is to sell services and move mer-
chandise. 
The conception and construction o f an effective commercial is an 
art. The program director faces one of his biggest personnel problems in 
finding and retaining good commercial writers. They must be in love with 
the task, exhilarated by constant challenge and heavy pressure, immune to 
boredom, and gifted with imaginative, facile minds. Where are these 
people? Some are born with the ability; others can be taught and trained. 
It is with the latter prospect that this chapter is concerned. 
Applications to radio stations for the position of commercial 
writer are few . And when an applicant has been found who can be "per-
suaded" to take a commercial writing job, the training process is slow 
and demands surveillance, patience, and painstaking explanation. Experi-
enced writers know that there are many "rules" in commercial copywriting. 
Can and should these be inflicted on a neophyte? Eventually, perhaps, but 
not at the outset. 
Among the many rules, there are two that are readily grasped and 
understood by the beginner. First, but almost universally neglected and 
disregarded, is the incontrovertible fact that radio commercials are for 
the ear, and the ear alone! They should be read and reread as they are 
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written and when completed. If they sound good, it is safe to say that 
they are good. Second,- writers should be encouraged to write simply and 
directly--conversationally. If any part of commercial writing is diffi -
cult, it is this one--writing the spoken language. Several weeks of con-
centration contribute greatly to the writer's success. 
Meanwhile the beginning writer may be assisted by attention to 
what authors Simon and Colwell call a check list for radio commercials: 
Your materials being collected • • • please check over the fol-
lowing five P 's which may serve as your pathfinders. 
1. Period. How long is the commercial? 
2. Plot, What is the story you have to tell? 
3. Personality. Who is telling your story to whom? 
4 . Pitch. What is the emotional level at which the story is 
to be told? 
5. Pace. What is the tempo of your production? 1 
Copy Policy and Copywriting 
Copy policy may be somewhat foreign to individual radio stations 
and their copy departments, but it is a cornerstone in the operation of 
the copy departments of advertising agencies and in the relationships 
between advertiser and agency. Copy policy or platform, as it is often 
called, prescribes what can and cannot be said in a commercial, and pre-
~isely how it shall be said. 
A copy platform is a condensed statement, sometimes called a 
fact sheet, outlining the points about the product that are impor-
tant for advertising purposes , 2 
Anacin, they say, provides 11 • • • fast, FAST, FAST relief. • • II This 
1Elbrun Rocheford French (ed,), The Copywriter's Guide (New York: 
Harper & Brothers, 1959), p. 265. 
2clark M. Agnew and Neil O'Brien, Television Advertising 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1958), p. 92. 
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was copy policy--the only manner in which Anacin's relief-giving qual-
ities could be mentioned, Later, copy policy was changed torr •.• fast, 
FAST, incredibly FAST relief ..• rr The student of commercial writing 
ne eds only to look and listen--magazine, newspaper, radio, and television 
advertisements are filled with phrases and concepts that are stated and 
restated throughout ea ch piece of copy, and always in precisely the same 
manner. Even the spaces between letters in the printed media and the 
pauses for effect in radio and television copy are sometimes prescribed 
in copy policy. It may specify requirements for every fourth announcement 
that are eliminated from the other three, Copy policy is both static and 
fluid . Some parts of it for a given product or service may remain in ef-
fect for years; others may be changed frequently. 
It becomes apparent, therefore, that some part of every radio 
commercial is pre -written for the writer. This is especially true among 
national advertisers. Copywriting, then, becomes the task of putting pre-
written phrases together into a simple, powerful announcement that ar-
rests a ttention, sparks interest, creates desire, and results in action 
on the part of the hearer. These are the four major requirements of com-
mercial copywriting: Attention, Interest, Desire, and Action, It will 
be noted that their first letters spell out the name of Verdi's Ethiopian 
princess, Aida--a memory suggestion. Let us examine each of these re-
quirements in detail. 
Attention . Something must happen at the outset, among the first 
few words, to draw the listener's attention to the message. It must be 
r emembered that there is a substantial difference between hearing and 
listening. Many people hear radio commercials, but few actually listen. 
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is the listening that must be obtained. Attention. 
To hear a woman on radio tell another who is tuned in that she 
dreamed she was a Fire Chief in her Maidenform Bra makes the hearer be-
come a listener. The radio audience is merely hearing the Krindleman 
Coffee commercial until comedian Stan Freeburg interposes with a Salada 
~pitch. Then the hearers become listeners. "In doubt about your next 
breath?" the announcer asks. The attention of many listeners is arrested: 
this may be something about a new insurance policy or may have something 
to do with health. Actually it relates to oral hygiene. Nevertheless, it 
has won attention. These are examples of good attention-getters. There 
are many other good ones, and they are being coined every day. There are 
bad ones, too, that go to ridiculous and irritating extremes. Cannons 
are fired, sirens wail, and cars collide, in a cacophonous, frenzied 
struggle to divert audiences from their preoccupations. Somewhere along 
the continuum from the stupid to the sublime, the writer must draw a line 
beyond which he will not venture in searching for attention-getters. The 
end does not always justify the means. Diving planes, misuse of "News 
Flash!," and other examples of unadulterated guile, eventually dilute and 
dissipate the very purposes for which they were intended. And the listen-
ing public soon becomes a hearing public again. In the attention-getting 
area of radio commercial copywriting lies one of the biggest opportunities 
for creativity. And it has always seemed to me that once this first 
hurdle has been vaulted, about half the struggle for good copy has been 
achieved. True, there are three other critical musts; but the battle is 
about half won when the writer has legitimately, honestly, and strongly 
commandeered the attention of the listener. 
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Interest. This is the beginning of the transition period--where 
attention is converted to interest. It is the difficult part of every 
commercial because it is so simple. All that is needed are plain, uncom-
plicated conversational words, the kind used every day . For some strange 
reason, however, thoughts become muddled, words are bigger than necessary, 
and phrases are long and windy. Simplicity, brevity, directness, perhaps 
even a little homeliness, are needed here. Language must be plain, un-
adorned, understandable--like talk. It must be remembered, too, that the 
announcer and his piece of copy do not have to do all of the work. The 
listener is with the announcer. He has given his attention and, to some 
extent, he is manufacturing his own interest. He is already thinking 
about his needs and desires. He should not be lost. The writer, there-
fore, must now reinforce the listener's positive thoughts. The copy-
writer should explain, simply and logically, why the product or service is 
vital to the prospective user's well-being and happiness. Words no larger 
or more remote in meaning than those associated with face-to-face conver-
sation should be used. The listener's interest will build with only the 
merest nudge from the writer. But the nudge must be made. 
Desire. This comes with repetition, affirmation, and reaffirma-
tion. The truth is that the listener has already done some of the work 
of the commercial. He has given attention and shown interest. He is al-
ready wanting. The point must be pressed that life will be easier with 
Cleanio Laundry Service; the family will be healthier with the combina-
tion Gasoil Dependo Heating system. The listener already wants; what the 
copywriter should say here is, "You are RIGHT!" All that has been said 
previously should now come rushing back to the listener. And the writer 
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must lend gentle assists. The good factors in product or service must be 
repeated, · subtly and invitingly. 
Action. At last, the listener must be moved to do something be-
cause of what he has heard. The writer must make the doing easy. Tele-
phone numbers, addresses, and instructions must be crystal clear. They 
should be repeated. The strongest copy points must be briefly but boldly 
paraded again before the mind's eyes and ears of the listener. Action 
must be suggested. This may take the form of decisions, telephone calls, 
writing postal cards, visits to the store, or jottings on a note pad. No 
stone must be left unturned in pursuit of a strong wrap-up. After all, 
this is the last sally. All the dreams that began back with the merchan-
dise buyer in the department store, for example--farther back, with the 
manufacturer of the product--are now coming home to roost or to ruin. 
And it is wholly within the copywriter's power to make or to break every-
thing in these final few wo rds of copy. 
Here, then, are the four foundation blocks upon which all good 
copy is built--At tention, Interest, Desire, Action. These are the sign-
posts on the copywriter's highway. They tell how to start, where and 
when to turn, and how to get to the destination. The writer who does not 
follow them will seldom succeed in writing good commercial radio copy. 
There are other guides to good copywriting that must be observed. 
The word "simplicity" returns to the scene. The most successful copy 
nearly always confines itself to no more than one reason-why to buy. And 
reasons-why are tied to emotions. Before we begin to write, we must de -
termine or be tol d the emotion to which we must appeal . The manufacturer, 
marketing director, advertising manager, the advertiser's agency, or a 
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collaboration among them all, sets the theme that will be followed. One 
cannot be turned loose to write advertising copy for, say, Cadillac with-
out having first been thoroughly indoctrinated in the mood that is to be 
pursued. If such freedom were permitted, the writer might enthuse over 
the name and stress the beauty and prestige of this famous American car. 
Then he would move on to ruggedness and roadability. He would include 
appeals to status-seekers; next, advanced engineering and motor design, 
resulting in more economy per pound of car weight. There would also be 
references to colors, finishes , interior decor, and turning radius . If 
such an announcement were in fact broadcast, the listener would remember 
nothing, probably not even the name of the car, because of the many state-
ments that could have diverted his attention to the other cars. 
One mood, theme, or emotion must there fore be found to which an 
appeal is made. If there are subdivisions within the single emotion 
chosen, ~must be selected . The emotional appeal must be simple. Out 
of simplicity comes copy strength. While they may be called by other 
names, emotional appeals fall into the following general classifications: 
Prestige. This appeal is most often used where the product or 
service is costlier than average. Choice of words and phrases must be 
made with care. The discretionary approach is paramount. In the lis-
tener's mind, his status is being raised a notch or two. He will be ac-
quiring an expanded and more important circle of friends and associates. 
This is Cadillac, not Karmobile; mink, not muskrat; a two-carat diamond, 
not merely Woolworth's best. And all for only a "few pennies more." 
Economy. This appeal probably gets more exercise than all others 
combined. There are many variations: the same product or service at a 
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lower price; something equally good, or slightly better, for less money; 
or a better product or service for the same cost. Saving is the copy 
guideline. It is played out and worked back and forth, and from side to 
side, much as the expert dry-fly fisherman sets about snaring the wily 
trout. Here there is no room for reference to status, prestige, or social 
aspirations. The copywriter should be content if he succeeds in convinc-
ing listeners that it's "smart to switch to Swifties--and save!" Mission 
accomplished. Let it rest. 
Appetite. The commercial copywriter who can tempt the appetite 
through use of choice words and meaty phrases is a real writer and will 
never want for work. But again the old rule must be remembered: when the 
appetite has been aroused, the effect should not be destroyed or diluted 
with a confusion of other claims even if they happen to be advantages. 
It is not a mistake, of course, occasionally to suggest " • and pennies 
cheaper, too ••• " if it is so, but multiple claims must be avoided. It 
is especially dangerous when several ~laims are given equal stress . It 
is a t this point that the listener begins to wonder what i t is al l about 
or simply gives up completely. 
Health. Few will need to be reminded of the magnitude of this 
emotional appeal. There are some who can be made to imagine an ache 
where none exists. And if the pleasure of quick, certain relief from 
pain for few pennies, or the hqpe o f a stronger, sounder body via vita-
mins, nostrums, or other devices is offered, potential purchasers of the 
product are available before the radio announcement is half over. 
Unfortunately, the health motif seems to go hand-in-hand with 
exaggerated claims. Pills, powders, and unguents are not the only pro d -
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ucts using the health approach (sometimes deviously) to consumers' purses. 
Soaps, shaving creams, candies, dietary liquids, soft drinks, breads, 
mixes, and cosmetic products are frequently health-directed in the writ-
ing. Shoes, hosiery, underclothing, and home heating systems also make 
reference to health benefits in advertising copy. Deception must be 
avoided. The task is not easy. The products are many; and the billings 
can be enormous. 
Beauty. Some copy approaches are more universally applicable than 
others. Beauty is one of them. Almost anything can be beautiful if the 
account executive decides that beauty is desirable. A Thanksgiving Day 
dinner can be a thing of beauty if a certain brand of turkey is served or 
if the cutlery is sterling. A home can be beautiful because of a certain 
grass seed or roofing. Wallpaper, floor tile, and plumbing fixtures, too, 
can contribute to a home's beauty. Even life can be beautiful if a por-
tion of the income has been banked regularly, if the food freezer is big 
enough, or if the heating s ys tem is safe, economical, and trouble-free. , 
Superiority . Perhaps mo~e sins are committed in the name of 
superiority than all other copy appeals combined. It is simple to con-
tend that Product A is better than Product B--without even telling why 
this is so! And the contention is difficult to disprove. However, the 
superiority approach has been tightened and refined. A new product no 
longer dares to be a "me-too" product--one that is only as good as 
another already on the market. If the product is the same, the price 
must be lower or the quantity greater. If product, price, and quantity 
are the same as competitive products, results must be better. Some su-
periority factor must be present. The copywriter should be thoroughly 
~--
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acquainted with the areas of each product's superiority and then pull out 
all the stops in driving home the points again and again. 
Recreation. It may be bromidic to say it, but the family that 
plays together stays together. Where it can be used, the recreational or 
"play" approach to listeners' attention is a good one. Leisure hours for 
the working man and his family will remain a favorite subject for years 
and years to come. Additional leisure remains among the top priority 
items on labor union bargaining agendas. Any product that can be shown 
freeing parents, children, or family from a previous confinement or re-
striction is likely to command the listener's full attention and interest. 
The recreation~play approach is good when it can be preached convincingly. 
Romance. Here is a universal appeal with a large following. 
There is no substitute for the boy-and-girl-in-love theme and there are 
few more convincing ways to sell merchandise or services than to show 
listeners how easily problems and barriers to romance can be swept aside. 
But romantic copy claims seem to have the affinity for going far afield 
and becoming ludicrous. Careful writing is essential, and the writer must 
avoid stating as a positive fact that a romance can be initiated, pre-
served, or reinstated by a dab of this, a spray of that, or a rinse with 
something else. 
Parental Love--Love in General. This is another sure-fire emo-
tional approach that is powerful, believable, and profitable. Love con-
quers all, and as a copy theme it is a winner. It can be played from I 
alpha to omega and back again. Educational aids for children, a properly 
stocked medicine chest, safety glass in automobiles, a new washer or 
dryer for Mom, a can of tobacco for Dad--all can be adapted to the love 
·- - --= t- -
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approach. 
Convenience. Anything that makes life and work more fun and more 
interesting is worthy of exploitation in advertising messages. In a 
sense, convenience -is a f orm of superiority. It also has a slight recre-
ational tinge to it. However, there are many instances where the conven-
ience theme can stand alone without help from any other emotional approach 
1 
to selling. 
Something should be said about humor in commercial writing. Avoid 
it. Unless one is a Hope or a Freeburg or a Skelton, chances are slim 
that humor and effective selling can be successfully combined, There is 
much truth in ·the remark of the late and beloved Molly: 11 'Taint funny, 
McGee!" 
In summary, writing for the ear seems to be most important. Read-
ing .copy aloud is a necessity if one wishes to write successfully for the 
ear; so are simplicity and brevity. In addition, the writer must be pos-
itive instead of negative, and must engage the listener's attention hon-
estly. He must reinforce good points and avoid more than one or two 
reasons-why to buy or emotional appeals. 
1Agnew and O'Brien, op. cit., pp. 23-29, refer to these copy ap-
peals as Appetite, Romance, Beauty , Health, Parental Love, Sociability, 
Superiority, Play, Comfort, and Profit, 
--
CHAPTER V 
THE ANNOUNCER 
This chapter addresses itself to both the announcer and the pro-
gram director. When critical of the former it implies that there are 
areas demanding watchfulness by the iatter. The program director cannot 
always be blamed for all of his announcers• deficiencies, but in disclos-
ing some of them here, it is expected that the serious program department 
head will become forearmed. 
Dictionaries generally agree that a profession is a 11vocation11 
requiring knowledge of some department of learning. Announcing is a pro-
fession. And it is up to the program director to see that the highest 
professional standards are pursued and maintained. The material with 
which he must work is sometimes unwieldy and some case histories make his 
task more difficult. There have been announcers with coarse, rough-hewn, 
and raspy voices, a flair for garbling the English language, and an in- 11 
ability to pronounce foreign words; yet their personal magnetism, communi-
cation ability , and persuasiveness were of the highest order. On the 
other hand, there have been educated and dulcet-toned egg-heads who failed 
miserably and vanished from the broadcasting scene. 
Perhaps some of tpis is due to the fact that the books on announc-
ing haven't been read. Perhaps, having read them, some announcers expect 
miracles with little or no effort beyond the reading. It is one thing to 
be told how to pronounce Bergtesgaden, but quite another to learn how to 
apply the principles involved so that all German words can be pronounced 
-
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properly. 
Program directors must recognize the fact that many who choose 
announcing may have decided that preparation and practice are unnecessary. 
They could have reached this conclusion by talking with other announcers 
who had had no training and had done no studying, but appeared to be sue-
cessful. Subsequent probing, however, would probably reveal that these 
so-called successful announcers had reached only a relatively low plateau, 
were at the peak of the income potential, and were destined to remain 
there even though they would float from job to job. Invariably these an-
nouncers expressed bitterness because an ignorant radio industry had 
failed to recognize and reward their qualities. 
Perhaps because advice is fr ee or can be found in reasonably 
priced books, it is not highly regarded. Samuel (Roxy) Rothafel's Broad-
casting: Its New Day, H. V. Kaltenborn's I Broadcast the Crisis, Stuart W. 
Hyde's Television and Radio Announcing, Virgil Anderson's Training the 
Speaking Voice, and Ben Gross' I Looked and I Listened are filled with 
background, inspiration, and help for would-be announcers. From r eading 
these, aspiring announcers would be directed t .o other significant liter-
ature. 
Is there a basic premise to good announcing? Is there a yard-
stick by which the program director can measure the efficiency of his 
announcing staff? Perhaps the programmer can be best benefited at this 
point by a few direct statements and questions relative to announcers. 
Stuart w. Hyde suggests one answer to the question, ''What is good 
I announcing?" He says, "The key to successful rad io . . announcing is ! 
----
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. 1 the ability to commun~cate." 
Do announcers really communicate? What is communication? Wilbur 
Schramm says that it is a "commonness" with someone--having a message, 
2 
sending it through a channel to a point where it is received. It is a 
communicator's function to encode a message so that it can be sent easily 
and clearly where, upon reception, it can be decoded and understood. 
To students of communication this explanation is greatly over-
simplified. But it is sufficient for self-evaluation purposes if an an-
nouncer will follow this procedure: (1) tape some of his air-work occa-
sionally--commercials, news, introductions, ad libs, etc., (2) file the 
tape and forget it for several weeks or until he has forgotten about the 
material used ; then, (3) bring out the tape and listen to it critically. 
He may be surprised to notice that he is not as clear, intelligible, and 
convincing as he thought he was at the time of original delivery. The 
meaning of the phrase that once seemed so lucid is now somewhat obscure. 
Words, once thought properly stressed, now sound so overplayed that they 
divert attention from other and perhaps equally important material. The 
exhilaration that once "inspired" the hopeful young announcer after a 
seemingly brilliantad lib is, on replaying, strangely absent. He will 
ask, "Did I say that?" What he means is, "Did I say that THAT way?" He 
senses that his copy, once clear and important to him as a would-be com-
municator, must have been muddy and mysterious to the hearer. Delivery 
idiosyncracies develop quickly and multiply rapidly. The program director 
lstuart W. Hyde, Television and Radio Announcing (Boston: 
Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1959), p. 9 . 
2wilbur Schramm (ed.), The Process and Effects of Mass Communica-
tion (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 1960), p. 3. 
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must study his men and be alert to the appearance of deviations. 
Schramm refers to the very simplest form of communication--between 
two persons. Radio broadcasting is engaged in mass communication--from 
one to many, and the problem is thereby complicated, The radio announcer 
is a vital cog in the machinery of communicating to a mass audience. Not 
to recognize it or to shun the responsibility is to become a deterrent to 
progress . Stuart Hyde makes the point clearly: 
The radio announcer is actually a rather unique person, when 
you analyze his role. Nowhere else in our society do we find the 
practitioners of any trade responsible for such a wide range of 
knowledge as is the broadcast announcer. He is, at one time, the 
door-to-door salesman, and, at another, the personal representative 
of a large and prestige-conscious corporation; he is the man who 
steps on the stage to introduce the next vaudeville act, and he is 
the "chorus" who interprets the events of a great play; he is the 
gossip on the party line, and he is the renowned authority on Russia, 
disarmament, and nuclear fall-out; he is the introducer of the 
latest and most transient "pop" tunes, and he is the describer of 
the most sublime music ever created; he is the man sitting next to 
you in the fights who knows the backgrounds of the contestants, and 
he is the authority who predicts the probable winners in any sports 
event from tennis to baseball; he asks your questions for you on an 
interview show, and he moderates for you on quiz and panel programs. 
Yes; all this and more, too, is the announcer. On radio he is the 
link between you and a potential chaos of sounds, noises, or nothing-
ness .• . • But whatever he is, of one thing we may be sure: he is 
as important to the broadcast media as any person can be. Without 
him both radio and television as we know them would be impossible. 
He makes ••• almost all of radio meaningful. Because he usually 
makes a direct presentational address to the audience, he represents 
economy, as well; no other means of disseminating information is as 
swift and as direct as the word spoken directly to the audience. 
Small wonder, then , that the radio . .• announcer, with this burden 
upon his shoulders, must be equipped with initial talent, must under-
go intensive training, and must apply himself diligently to the 
practice of his craft.l 
All announcers do not subscribe to this regimen. Insofar as pas-
sible, the program director must be or become an enforcer. And he must 
realize that an announcer's merely "sounding good" is not enough. 
1Hyde, op. cit., p. 3 . 
. because of the glamour surrounding the industry, announcing 
has attracted many persons without professional training and with-
out a professional attitude,l 
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The program director must demand the training and work to instill 
the attitude. 
The typical experienced radio announcer of today, the leader in 
the professions, has little specialized training for the work he is 
doing. He has come from the entertainment and business fields and 
has developed with the industry. Today , however, the adolescent is 
attracted to the profession because o f the glamor surrounding it. 
The announcer, as well as the reporter, is in "the know," he is in 
the midst of all community activities; he moves within the enter-
tainment world. His profession carries public recognition and ac-
claim. And since the leader in the profession has been without 
specific training, the starry-eyed high school student illogically 
concludes that he himself needs none ; thus we have the pitiable 
situation of the untrained, immature high school announcer serving 
the industry and the public.2 
Unfortunately there are more non-professionals today than when 
those words were written . The program director must stop the trend, 
• . . we must think of announcing as professional speech. The 
basic elements of effective speech are universal, whether they be 
practiced on the platform, the stage, on the microphone, or before 
the television cameras. The communication of ideas, the expression 
of emotions, persuasiveness, pleasing voice quality, clarity and 
smoothness in diction, correctness in the usage of language . 
these are as inherent in ef f ective announcing as in any other speech 
activity.3 
Those who aspire to an announcer's role should read "The Sound of 
Your Li fe," published by the Columbia Broadcasting System (1 950). Espe-
cially challenging are the final paragraphs: 
. . • radio has grown from a picturesque invention into an essential 
mechanism of life. It has enabled people to hear things they never 
1Ben G. Hennecke, The Radio Announcer's Handbook (New York: 
Rinehart and Co., Inc,, 1948), p. 3. 
2Ibid., p. 3. 
3L. D. Barnha~t, Problems in Announcing for Radio and Television 
(Evanston, Illinois: Students' Book Exchange, 1950), p. 2. 
heard before, and, through hearing them, to acquire knowledge they 
hever had before. 
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It has held in suspense the attention of a whole people listening 
at the same time to a single voice, and in so doing has bound them in 
a common mood of kinship--the Oregon logger and the Florida citrus 
grower, the New York cab-driver and the Pecos cowboy. 
Radio has put new sounds into people's ears and new words into 
their mouths . A congressman, a judge , a teacher, and errand-boy, 
say " . . . The 64 - dollar question is ... "--and he speaks a phrase 
born of radio . He speaks it, too, when he says soap opera, on the 
beam, disc jockey . 
For untold millions, indifferent or inaccessible to the book-
shelf and concert hall, radio has unlocked the treasure-box of lit-
erature and music. Radio has brought courage to the oppressed, and 
consolation to the stricken. For the occupant of the wheel-chair 
and the hospital bed, it has brought the world within four walls. 
And the world it has brought is a smaller world, because of 
radio. In an instant radio has spanned the seas to bring the sounds 
of history , the clash of opinion, the peal of laughter, the report 
of triumph or disaster into the common, shared experience of all 
mankind. 
If as a people we are more fully informed than ever before, if 
we have learned something of a fellow feeling for other people miles 
or nations or oceans away, then radio has been one of the princ ipal 
agents for bringing this about. 
In one generation, radio has proved itself an essential part of 
our lives--not alone as it entertains and informs, not alone as a 
force in our business economy--but also in rising brilliantly to 
emergency, and in time of crisis mobilizing its prodigious power to 
the service of the people. 
The announcer might well ask himself if he fits comfortably into 
this scene, or if he conforms to the legion of pretenders so aptly de-
scribed by Reinsch and Ellis: 
A good announcer works at the job continually. He should never 
assume that he has reached his peak, for the moment a person stops 
learning he begins to go downhill. Unfortunately too many announcers 
have only a voice and an exaggerated opinion of their popularity with 
the public,l 
1J . Leonard Reinsch and E. I. Ellis, Radio Station Management 
(New York: Harpe r & Brothers, 1960), pp . 63-64. 
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One of the great weaknesses among announcers is pronunciation, or 
the prevalence of mispronunciations . It never occurs to them that they 
are daily mispronouncing the simplest and most common words. Naturally, 
one uses the dictionary when in doubt. But announcers, it seems, don't 
doubt often enough . Does anyone need a dictionary to know how properly 
to pronounce "negotiations"? Of course not. But in nine cases out of 
ten it is mispronounced, and by the "best" announcers. The third syllable 
is the stumbling block. Is there any doubt about "mediocre"? The first 
or preferred pronunciation in Webster's New International Dictionary, 
Second Edition, Unabridged, may astound many. Terpsichore, irrevocable, 
diphtheria, Moscow, mortuary, mayoralty, realtor, version, and homicide 
are rather common words in more or less daily use on the air. The good 
announcer always doubts that he knows the correct pronunciation. The 
program director's function is to keep this doubt alive. 
There is, of course, permissible flexibility in pronunciation, 
and there can be no quarrel with the announcer who, preferring a certain, 
if offbeat, pronunciation, has good authority for his position. Many an-
nouncers, however, have no authority, never check an authority , don't 
know many simple pronunciations, don't know that they don't know, and 
don't care that they don't know. 
What about education·? The need for a higher, formal education is 
no longer debatable; it is necessary. More and more industries are de-
manding it, and radio broadcasting is no exception. The well-equipped 
announcer-to-be needs both a college degree in Liberal Arts and some com-
mercial school nuts-and-bolts education too . The formal education will, 
in many students, create the desire to learn more; the practical education 
---
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will provide a few crude tools with which to hack a way to the starting 
line. Without a college degree today, few who aspire to announcing 
careers will ever make the Big Time. Authors Abbott and Rider suggest 
some other but closely related educational prerequisites: 
The listener judges the caliber and character of the station by 
its announcing staff. Therefore, voice and speech training are a 
must for success in announcing. The training must extend beyond 
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the limits of formal education. No one should consider radio an-
nouncing as a profession unless he has a healthy curiosity and in-
terest in speech and in people. He must be ready and willing to 
practice, drill, a nd study every day for the rest of his life. 
Dramatic training is helpful, for the announcer must sound convinc ing 
at all times and this occasionally requires acting ability . Many 
good announcers have been actors or singers.l 
If one were to audition for announcing on the N.B.C. Network, he 
would read the following in the network's handbook, The Selection and 
Training of Announcers: 
An announcer in the N.B.C. is expected to average well in the 
following: a good voice, clear enunciation, and pronunciation free 
of dialect or other local peculiarities; ability to read well; suf-
ficient knowledge of for e ign langua ges for the correct pronuncia-
tions of names, places, titles, etc . ; some knowledge of musical 
history, composition, and composers; ability to read and interpret 
poetry; facility in ex tempore speech; selling ability in the read-
ing of commercial continuity; ability to master the technica l de -
tails in operating switchboard; a college education. 
A knowledge of foreign languages is a necessity--German, French, 
Spanish~ and Latin--not for the sake of speaking them fluently, or of 
being able to think in them, but for the basics of pronunciation, inflec-
tion, and intonation; for a basis of suspecting that a word is pronounced 
differently than it is written; for a quicker and more colorful communica-
tion rapport; for bringing authority and beauty to speech; for bathing it 
with fluenc y and music; for improving English! 
1waldo Abbott and Richard L. Rider, Handbook of Radio and Tele-
vision (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1957), p. 67. 
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The announcer must never lose sight of the fact that he is both 
spokesman and representative for small and large retail establishments, 
Chambers of Commerce, manufacturers, public utilities, and a host of 
other businesses selling fabricated merchandise, institutional objectives, 
services, and images. And although he is seldom expected to be an expert 
in anything save communication, his inquiring mind needs more preparation 
and nourishment than is provided by a high school diploma and a piece of 
silk ribbon. 
Some hard-hitting, high-powered professional training is needed, 
too. Commercial announcing quality, turn-table experience, news-hawking 
ability, the common talk of the tough pitch, the effective technique of 
closing a sale, and the sharp faculty of extracting and highlighting one 
or two special copy points from among a plethora of distractions--these 
and other by-products of the professional school are qualities that as-
piring announcers should acquire at the outset. 
Some may be tempted to question the relevancy of sales technique 
to the announcer's function. Every manager wants his announcers to be 
accomplished salesmen on the air. But a good announcer goes even beyond 
this. He will be aware of the problems of selling. To know the weary 
plodding and hopes and disappointments of ringing dozens of doorbells 
every day (which is the salesman's lot) is to appreciate and revere the 
commercial message that finally gets onto the log and into the announcer's 
hands. To know the anticipation and hopes that go with the dollars con-
signed to an advertising mission is to treat the sales pitch with respect, 
preparation, and sincerity. To know the apathy that must be overcome, 
the competition that must be brushed aside--two of a salesman's greatest 
burdens--is to kindle in the announcer the fires of enthusiasm for that 
which he is about to announce. 
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Program directors must aid and abet announcers in reaching their 
fullest potential, study scholastic backgrounds and experience, resist 
the temptation to hire a "voice" without due consideration for other qual-
ities, and strive constantly, by means of meetings, memoranda, and private 
conversation, to improve the quality of work and connnunio.ation ability of 
their men. 
CHAPTER VI 
MUSIC 
Music programming demands highly specialized skills. Human ill-
nesses can be treated at home to a certain ex tent ; beyond t hese simplest 
of needs, the a dvice and skill o f a competent medical practit i oner or 
surgeon are v i t al. It is the same with music wher e radio pr og r amming is 
conc erned; experts are needed, 
In discussing radio music we are also walk ing on the fringe of a 
kind of bur ying ground containing the remains o f a very important vanish-
ing American. His name was Music Director and , except in a few larger 
stations, he has disappeared from the scene. 
Centuries before the gramophone and phonograph, people not only 
understood and enjoyed music; they actively participated in it . They en-
joyed live, self-made music in their homes, and they "went out" often when 
they wished to partake of a concert. Later their enjoyment was increased 
through mechanical reproduction. 
The radio invaded the American home in the 1920's. With the 
opening of the first radio network by the National Broadcasting 
Company in 1926, a single radio program was able to reach an audi-
ence of several millions, and a single broadcast could create a 
hit song. l 
Today radio music is everywhere. The shoeshine boy and corner 
newsstand are not without music by rad io. The home has high fidelity AM, 
FM, stereo, and multiplexing. In cars, stores, and elevators there is 
1navid Ewen, History of Popular Music (New York: Barnes & Noble, 
Inc . , 1961), p. 177. 
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radio music. 
More than 4,500 AM and FM stations, most of them on the air fif-
teen to eighteen hours per day--many of them, twenty-four hours--transmit 
millions of hours of music per month. It is impossible not to hear music 
any time of day or night merely by flicking the switch and turning the 
dial of a radio. 
Out of all this, in addition to sheer enjoyment and love of learn-
ing, the status symbol appears. Among adults there are many who go to 
concerts because it is the "thing to do." Youngsters, still two or three 
years beneath the high school level, walk about with personal transistor 
radios clapped to their heads so that they will be "recognized" as being 
"with it." They will thus be prepared to take their place in the "higher 
society." Hi-Fi enthusiasts place a status as well as a financial value 
on their record collections. They may not know much about the music or 
maestro, but they have all of the famous composers and the well-known 
titles--a few obscure ones, too. "Sound bugs" talk in terms of decibels 
and buy equipment the frequency response of which extends from 15 to 
50,000 cycles per second. It makes little difference that few ears are 
capable of decoding and converting such extreme electronic impulses into 
meaningful sounds. Whether laughable or laudable, radio has contributed 
immeasureably, if not totally, to this circumstance. And because of it 
music has matured into a new kind of mass communication device. 
It is exciting to suggest that neither this evolution nor related 
industrial development have yet reached their peaks. Although radio was 
once called the potential murderer of the phonograph and recording busi-
ness, it has helped these industries. True, the old highboy crank phono-
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graph has disappeared and the old 78's are almost extinct. But precision-
made, full-toned tapes and discs have taken their places. A selection of 
recording and playing speeds is available. Through stereo, sound has 
been given a new dimension. Where a single, small "loud speaker" once 
sufficed, we now use four, six, eight and more speakers in a variety of 
sizes to recreate all of the music built 'into the modern recording. Turn-
tables with jewel-like machinery are a joy to behold and to operate; 
tone-arms, replete with a selection of cartridges and needles, are totally 
automatic in operation, and they can be inexpensively equipped with tiny, 
soft brooms to push away microscopic dust and lint so that the sound will 
come forth pure and undefiled. Quite a change! Radio did it. Even 
radio's use of music has undergone a startling metamorphosis in the short 
space of fifteen years. 
The (networks), not only because of their obligation to serve a 
nationwide audience, but also because of their superior financial 
resources and their access to the major talent reservoirs, tend to 
concentrate on those types of programs--symphony concerts, operatic 
performances, celebrated artists--which are beyond the reach or the 
means of the local station. As a rule they avoid trespassing on 
the local station's territory, which comprises such attractions as 
vocal and instrumental recitals, chamber music, and recorded music,l 
(Italics mine.) 
The days of the "symphony concerts, operatic performances, and 
operatic artists" are almost things of the past. Networks per se are .al-
most passe. And "vocal and instrumental recitals, and chamber music" can 
safely be called quite dead as an AM programming philosophy. The middle-
aged person can recall, though somewhat wistfully, a variety, abundance, 
and an excellence of this kind of radio musical fare. 
1Ernest LaPrade, Broadcasting Music (New York: Rinehart and 
Company, Inc., 1947), pp. 41, 42. 
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The younger adult can easily revive vivid memories of big names 
and big bands--Paul Whiteman, Horace Heidt, Ted Lewis, Sammy Kaye, Ben 
Bernie, Artie Shaw, Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey, Glenn Miller, Gene Krupa, 
Frankie Carle, Vincent Lopez, Glenn Gray, Jimmie Lunceford, Ted Weems, 
Ray Noble, Tony Pastor, Louis Prima, Charlie Spivak , Claude Thornhill, 
Rudy Vallee, Bunny Berigan, Clyde McCoy, Wayne King, and others. Most of 
those have left the scene. 
Other listeners, older again, can still revel in the reminiscent 
radio glow of Rubinoff and his Violin, Harry Reser and his Cliquot Club 
Eskimos, Harry Horlick and his A & P Gypsies, the American Album of Famil-
iar Music, the Cities Service Hour with Jessica Dragonette, and the Kansas 
City Nighthawks. 
Many popular radio hits of two or three decades ago· have become 
standards today, and appear and reappear on the radio scene in both 
original and revised garb. Whether or not we will be able to say the 
same for currently popular music remains to be seen. 
But this is somewhat beside the main point, which is that radio 
broadcasting has been the cause of this vastly changing scene. It still 
retains this position of social responsibility; the extent of it should 
not be underestimated. Radio's music obligation is so important that it 
rests only slightly short of total control over public tastes. Naturally, 
if all radio stations were to broadcast nothing but chamber music, not 
all who listen would embrace this type of music to the exclusion of all 
other kinds. But the effect would eventually be noticeable. The "music" 
that led the "hit parades" not too many years ago was unadulterated junk, 
an unrefined cacophony of noises garbled by human banshees. And a large 
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segment of the public bought it. No one at most radio stations took time 
to pay any attention to the musical product except the plugola-payola 
profiteers. 
How should radio stations exercise their music responsibility? 
One way has been implied in the opening sentence to this chapter--hire an 
expert. But this, for financial or other reasons, seems to be as out-
moded as auction bridge. In these modern times, however, there should be 
a philosophy that is as important as the musical director concept was 
twenty-five or more years ago. It is best expressed with one word--
Control. 
The station, whether this be owners, management, or program di-
rector, should set the musical pattern of the station and control it. 
Creation and clarification of the station's music image should not be left 
' 
to the individual disc jockeys. The station should set the musical pat-
tern, and employees should conform. Three broad areas of activity are 
involved: Objective, Planning, and Surveillance. 
Musical Objective. There should be a de fini tive and distinctive 
musical tone, mood, direction, image--use any term that suits--to a sta-
tion. And someone must make this decision and be responsible for it. It 
cannot be left to a miscellaneous assortment of Toms, Dicks, and Harrys 
who are here today and gone tomorrow. 
Musical objective can be attained in one of two ways. A station 
can adopt a "me-too" policy and do what someone else is doing--only bet-
ter; or, if the community is large enough and the need great enough, the 
station can engage in specialization. The market for the musical product 
must be carefully analyzed, however. Time and money are required. 
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Businessmen ask pertinent questions before investing their money . 
Can the immediate area support still another gasoline station? Is our 
little town big enough to absorb one more shoe store selling the same 
kind of shoes? Is there room for another newspaper? Potentialities and 
data are carefully examined before investors consign their funds to a new 
venture . Similar laws relate to the music product, and to the station 
and its audience. 
Unfortunately, the music philosophy in many stations is accorded 
little or no attention whatsoever. It is something that is thought of 
last, if at all, when a new station is being planned or the purchase of 
a going concern is contemplated. Everything else--money, personnel, 
political maneuverings, return on investment, etc.--receives critical 
scrutiny., evaluation, and review. At the very last moment, when the ques-
tion of tomorrow's programming must finally be fe~:ced, "The Famous Forty," 
"The Swingin' Sixty," or "The Happiest Hundred" just naturally seem to 
find their way into the schedule . 
The music that a station programs is just as important as any of 
the other factors pertinent to its operation. The tastes and desires of 
the audience that will hear the music are important. The reasons why 
sixty to seventy percent of available radios today are cold and silent 
ar .. e important. What efforts are being made to ascertain major and minor 
tastes? Have the people been asked? 
Lack of music programming purpose or objective has not been an 
exclusive fault of owners, managers, or programmers. Performing person-
nel must also bear a share of this defection. Mitch Miller, at the Disc 
Jockey Convention in Kansas City in 1958, said: 
You jockeys have accepted with saintly forbearance your role of 
spreading the gospel according to the Top Forty. Everyone of you 
has a feel for music and a sense of programming way beyond what 
many of you have been dispensing. In prior years you would recom-
mend a record to your listeners for its vocal quality, its style, 
its unique arrangement, its balance, or its emotional impact. Now 
what can you say? "Here's number 17 at Marty's Music Shop. " You 
used to play a record because you liked it; it was part of the per-
sonality of your show--and it made good programming. Now you play 
it for "Sam, Joe, Flo, Sal, Mickey, and Joyce loves Shorty and will 
he please meet her after three at the Sweet Shop, second booth 
from the rear."l 
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Objective! Each station should have a clear, positive picture of 
its musical direction in the community. Should not the musical preference 
of the potential audience in the community be ascertained instead of tak-
ing it for granted that what the other stations are doing is gospel? Is 
it not a dvisable to enlist the help o f r eta ilers of all r ecorded and sheet 
music, from which a graph can easily be drawn showing all musical tastes? 
Is the "popular" music audience in a station's coverage area truly a 
majority audience or a highly organized, articulate minority? 
I am not suggesting that the present output of our radio stations 
is wrong or that there is a magical formula, yet undiscovered, that will 
bring back to radio the six or seven in ten who no longer listen. How-
ever, it is held by many, and I share their belief, that most broadcasters 
simply do not know the musical tastes of their potential audienc e except 
as it is learned through trial and error; and that radio broadcasters 
have played "follow the leader" while never being sure what it is, or 
whom, that the leader leads. The musical tastes o f future generations 
are being shaped by broadcasters' decisions. 
Musical Planning. It is easy to say that this is a lost art, and 
1Lawton, op . cit., p. 180 . 
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drop it there . Nevertheless it is true in more cases than not. Radio 
stations once had at least one full-time employee on the staff with the 
title of musical director. His or her very existence depended on a job 
well done. The musical sound of a station was the director's trademark. 
Consequently, live and recorded music was selected with painstaking care. 
Duplicating a competitor's efforts was avoided like the plague. Stations 
had orchestras or small ensembles whose directors were equally blessed 
with self-esteem and who struggled nobly to create a distinctive image. 
They were dedicated to highest professional standards. They are gone, 
except from a few stations here and there. Well, some will say, so are 
high shoes, leggings, gaslight, and buttonhooks; other things have taken 
their place. 
What has taken the place of the musical director in the radio sta-
tion? Does anyone actually plan the music? Is this function no longer 
necessary? All of the modern answers seem to come out about the same--
the disc jockey. 
After World War II, the disc jockey became a major power in the 
music business . Since he could stimulate and hold a public's in-
terest in a certain record or song through repeated performances 
and through expressing his personal enthusiasm, he could actually 
form the nation's musical tastes.l 
This may be all right if the objectives of jockey and management coincide. 
Often they do not. And even though each jockey is in a competitive little 
world of his own, the majority of one man's music is a carbon copy of the 
music of the personality who preceded and will follow him. Round and 
round she goes--Caviar, Crepes Suzette, and Wiener Schnitzel at every 
meal, and for between-meal snacks, too. 
-;-- -
I 
1Ewen, op. cit., pp. 177-178. 
-
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Radio music has had an almost incredible effect on the American 
public. Abel Green, in his Introduction to Music Cavalcade, com-
ments on Payola (unlawful subsidy for plugging records) and says, 
"Payola, which had made the disk jockey king of Tin Pan Alley, be-
came more and more discreet under Federal Communications Commission 
threat to suspend the licenses of those radio stations which know-
ingly or otherwise countenanced subsidy for plugging records. While 
payola is as time dishonored in the music biz as is the tradition of 
song-plugging, the evolution of the single record business catapulted 
into stardom in recent years such song stylists as Elvis Presley, 
Paul Anka, Connie Avalon, Fabian, Rosemary Clooney, Guy Mitchell, 
Frankie Lane, Tony Martin, Patti Page, Dinah Shore, Doris Day, 
et al."l 
One person should be responsible for translating the musical ob-
jectives of the station into sounds on the air. These numbers can be 
played; these cannot. He should be responsible, too, for the pace or 
tempo of a given segment of the broadcasting hour, usually fifteen min-
utes .· It is customary and proper to begin a musical show after a news-
cast, for example, with a bright, brisk tune; then, to settle down to 
something softer and sweeter. Next, the mood should change toward some-
thing livelier, followed by a melodic , hummable "memory-type" tune. The 
quarter-hour segment should end with a large, big-band, snappy finisher. 
Another good rule to follow is never to put singers of the same 
sex back to back; that is, two females in succession. There is always 
the risk of subconscious comparison on the part of the listener, and one 
of the singers is bound to suffer . This is more harmful to the station 
than to the singer. It is better not to give the listener opportunity for 
comparison. 
There is nothing magic, of course, in confining the cycle or moods 
to precisely fifteen minutes, as long as pleasing variety is injected at 
1Julius Mattfeld, Variety Music Cavalcade (Englewood Cliffs, New 
Jersey: Prentice~Hall, Inc., 1962), Introduction, p. vii. 
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fairly consistent intervals. And there may be instances, too, when the 
alternation of sexes and insertion of instrumentals cannot be combined in 
I 
the desired cadence. If the succession of tunes conforms as closely as 
possible to the pattern, the result will be highly pleasing and a strong 
flavor or identity will soon be established by the station and anticipated 
by the listener. 
If the station is dedicated to the Top Forty formula, it is not 
enough merely to call up a few record retailers to see "what's selling 
this week," or to hole up in a bistro or juke joint for hours at a time· 
jotting down the names of the tunes most played, This is another tight 
little circle, that is made tighter and smaller, first by the station, 
then by the customer. Some listeners never know anything except that 
which they hear on the radio . They then perpetuate it with their dimes or 
quarters or through record purchases. Thus the cycle starts over again 
and goes on and on ad infinitum. 
More thought than this should be given to the planning of music. 
George Skinner, Director of Radio Programming Services for the Katz 
Agency, Incorporated, has written A Manual of Contemporary Programming. 1 
Every programmer should own a copy and read it thoroughly at least once a 
year . Skinner advances a system of selecting popular music. Sixteen 
pages of the manual are devoted to careful explanation of the process. 
Even the most erudite pop-tune musicologist will admit that there is more 
in Skinner's theory than an idle idea or gimmick. It is a command to 
adopt not necessarily his suggestions, but some plan that puts the station 
1George Skinner, The Nuts and Bolts of Radio, The Katz Agency, 
Inc. (New York: By the agency, 1959). 
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squarely behind the musical cook-stove, where it belongs, and offers the 
listening public a balanced, tasty menu of all the popular musical dishes, 
along with standard and new hors d'oeuvres, and occasional gastronomic 
experiments in the tradition of the house. Here is where reputation be-
ll gins and repetition ends--in popular music progrannning. 
As for classical music, there is no way in which the programming 
function can be properly performed without expert guidance. Perhaps it is 
not economically possible to have a person of this calibre on the staff 
either full time or part time. Likewise, it is certainly not advisable 
to have an announcer make random selections and, in introducing them, read 
verbatim from the recording jacket. 
The nearest music school will be happy to collaborate with the 
station in planning and arranging programs of classical music. The di-
rector of the City Symphony will be delighted to give the station not only 
the benefit of his program building experience but, with a little coaxing, 
may be prevailed upon to disclose some pertinent personal experiences. 
He and his associates have also been known to make occasional guest ap-
pearances. 
The Boards of Directors of local symphony orchestras will invari-
ably be willing to become associated with the serious music-planning ef-
forts of the local station . The Fine Arts divisions of universities and 
colleges will not always try to avoid the invitation to help guide the 
ser ious music inclinations of the station. 
Broadcast Music, Incorporated, which is owned by the radio broad-
casting industry, is a good and faithful servant waiting, often in vain, 
for the station's beck and call. Personal consultation, script services, 
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and generous correspondence are available to all member stations wishing 
to take advantage of BMI's many aids to better music programming. The 
"how-to-do-its" are plentiful. Unfortunately, they exceed the "wills-to-
do-it." 
Music Surveillance. It seems unnecessary to stress the need for 
constant watchfulness over the music product, but it often happens that 
once the ob j ective is stated and the planning is under way, the rest is 
forgotten. Checking the musical product is as important as creating it. 
A good talent union has many watchdogs whose functions are to check on 
all locally-made commercials. When a new voice is heard, the union starts 
an inquiry. Is it a union voice? This is a good union. Good talent 
unions are strong unions. Surveillance is part of the reason. It will 
profit a station nothing if it does only two-thirds of the music job. 
The best objectives and planning will eventually go far awry if surveil-
lance is missing. The more that this responsibility can be indoctrinated 
into the music room and on-the-air personalities, the more successful will 
be the result. Theirs is the first responsibility --to conform to station 
policy. But there is also a prime responsibility resting with the chief 
announcer, the music director, the program director, sales manager, and 
the station manager. The stakes are high and important, and all adminis-
trative personnel must share in seeing that the task of projecting and 
protecting the station's musical image goes according to plans. It is 
work, but the rewards are great. 
CHAPTER VII 
NEWS 
It is not proposed to treat here the Who, What, When, Where, Why, 
and How of news gathering and reporting. These, as well as the pencils, 
paper, typewriters, staplers, and glue pots that are part of every good 
newsroom, have been covered by other authors; so have the subjects of 
analysis, commentary, discussion , editorial position, libel, slander, and 
. 1 the invasion of pr~vacy. Rather than paraphrase these works, we think it 
would be useful to examine news in the light of the actual problems that 
exis t on a day-to-day basis. 
Some stations consider news to be their most important programming 
ingredient. Others accord it equal status with music. Regardless of 
where the emphasis lies, radio puts heavy stress on quantity or frequency 
of news. There are news programs on the hour, before the hour, on the 
half-hour, and before the half-hour, with headlines in between. There are 
capsules, briefs, summaries, round-ups, commentaries, and reviews--on-the-
spot and telephone coverage. I f a speedier way o f bringing news to t he 
public is ever devised, radio will probably be responsible for it. The 
medium is flexible, adaptable, and fast. And this reputation belongs to 
radio exclusively among the mass media. 
1The reader is referred to: Donald E. Brown and John Paul Jones, 
Radio and Television News (New York: Rinehart and Company, Inc., 1954); 
Theodore M. Bernstein, Watch Your Language (Great Neck, New York: Channel 
Press, 1958); Paul Whi te, News on the Air (New York: Harcourt and Brace, 
1947); James F. Bender (comp.), NBC Handbook of Pronunciation (New York: 
Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1951). 
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How do stations determine when news shall be broadcast? Through 
the years a kind of magic seems to have sprung up around the hours of 
8:00a.m. , 12:00 noon, 6:00 and 11:00 p.m. It will also be noted that 
these are generally the longest and most detailed newscasts in the broad-
casting day. There are reasons for the pattern: fresh, detailed news in 
the morning for the family; for housewives and farm folk at noon; for men, 
perhaps, and also the whole family around the dinner hour; and a complete 
family wrap-up at eleven o 1 clock. The use of these times also developed, 
in part, because of network-local station relationships, particularly the 
network option time concept. Many network-affiliated stations establish 
a half-and-half news pattern, joining the network for international and 
national news and filling in the r emaining time with regional and local 
news . 
Stations without a network affiliation must approach the news pro-
gramming problem differently. Seldom able to match the network station 1 s 
personnel and extensive on-the-spot facilities, they create a news philos-
ophy of their own--either more news by volume or frequency, or heavy 
emphasis on local news. And they engage in many scheduling variations. 
Among them, the every-hour-on-the-hour idea appears to be most prominent. 
Some stations program news for the first fifteen minutes of every hour, 
with nothing more except for bulletins that are gene~ally released as re-
ceived. Other stations do the same with five-minute newscasts, augment-
ing coverage with headlines on the half-hour and a promise of details to 
follow. Still other stations, with five minutes of news on the hour and 
half-hour, drop in news capsules at approximately the 20- and 40-minute 
marks of each hour, hoping thereby to establish a hot news concept to 
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this major programming ingredient foremost in the listener's mind. 
As competition increased, some stations moved their hourly news 
broadcasts to an earlier time. Thus we have news five minutes before the 
hour, with headlines at twenty-five minutes after the hour. And not a few 
stations, in what appears to be an effort to beat time itself, moved news 
broadcasts still earlier and came up with the quarter-hour and three-
quarter idea, Other things being equal, the station that gets there first 
with the most generally wins and holds the audience. 
There are soft spots in this philosophy, however. Radio audiences 
simply do not tune from station to station in a given period of time to 
check which station is broadcasting a specific news item and which is not. 
No one in the radio audience works at the problem of trying to tell if and 
when one station has scored a newsbeat on another. Within reasonable 
bounds, speed is important, but to make a fetish of it at the sacrifice of 
accuracy is neither nec~ssary nor satisfactory. Radio listeners are not 
timekeepers or statisticians. 
The programmer and newsman must also be care ful to define the words 
early and earliest. At what point, as news is moved earlier and earlier, 
will the newscast become a rehash of something heard fift een or thirty 
minutes earlier or on another station; or, how many times will truly late 
news have been missed by having been earliest? 
But the public is hungry for NEWS. Indian tribes, with smoke and 
tom-toms, purveyed NEWS. The Town Crier and, before him, the Wandering 
Minstrel brought NEWS. The newsboy's cry, "Wuxtra, Wuxtra," brought 
people into the streets and sold newspapers like hotcakes. Huge sheets of 
paper pasted on newspapers' windows brought NEWS to hungry publics--
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election returns, round-by-round accounts of heavyweight champion fights, 
or out-by-out plays in the World Series. 
Sherman P. Lawton in The Modern Broadcaster says, "News is the re-
port of something new." Carl Warren in Radio News Writing and Editing de-
fines news as " .•• reports hitherto not made generally known, of those 
activities of mankind calculated to interest, inform or entertain the 
listening public." Siller, White, and Terkel in Television and Radio News 
say , "News, of course, is a highly perishable commodity." Implicit in 
these observations are certain challenges to the program director. What 
really is news and how long does it remain fresh news? How can a sta-
tion's news pattern be prompt and remain interesting and dependable? The 
answers to these questions materialize only after long and careful obser-
vation and analysis by the program director. 
There are other factors to be considered in arriving at a news 
policy. What are the news patterns of other stations in the area? How 
much news are they broadcasting? How do they do it? When? Some program 
directors actually make charts of competitive newscasts and color-code 
them according to length. With these at hand, they then tackle the prob-
lem of setting up their own newscast schedules in a meaningful manner. 
The culture of the station's market is important, too, insofar as 
it affects the kind of news that is to be included. Hardly any station, 
of course, will omit early reference to, say, a serious national or inter-
national crisis, but these same stations may relegate to last position or 
omit altogether certain Wall Street data. Others may use financial news 
early and often. News about the cost of living index and developments on 
labor and union fronts is likely to be of great interest to audiences in 
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highly industrialized areas, whereas it may be of only passing or second-
ary concern to the more culturally oriented listener. Knowledge of the 
station's competition and its market, therefore, should be combined with a 
carefully drawn self-portrait of the station's news function before a 
single telephone call is made or a line of news is written. When it has 
been generally determined where the areas of primary and secondary news 
interest lie and how detailed the local news coverage should be, a clear 
image will begin to take form. If it is correct, and if it is perpetuated 
month after month and year after year, it will not be necessary to blow 
horns or ring bells or to shout about "making" the news, or having a news 
division that "never sleeps," or having correspondents "all over the 
world," or otherwise indulging in lip service, sensationalism, or puffed-
up advertisements to try to win an audience. 
A practice that will give every radio station -a distinctive news 
"sound" is that. of rewriting the leads to the main stories. A firm stand 
against the ripping and reading of stories as they come from the printer 
should be the backbone of newsroom policy. Someone once said that they 
were waiting for the day when women aspired to the post of news director, 
the contention being that women seem to have an inherent aversion toward 
"me-too-ism," and that they would make it a special point to be different 
with their news leads just as they try to be distinctive with dress and 
coiffure. Whether true or not, one must agree that it is boring and dis -
appointing to hear every station using the same words and phrases at the 
same time when the major news stories of the day are being broadcast. 
Each parrots the other and the sameness goes on and on ad nauseam. If 
just one station in a community would break away from the pack and rewrite 
II 
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the leads to every story, it would have little trouble in attracting and 
holding a lion's share of the listening audience. 
Program managers also have the problem of distinguishing between 
primary and secondary news. When does primary news lose its primacy? How 
long, for example, should the President's budget message remain as the 
first story? How many times a day should it be broadcast? Study of the 
news must be unceasing. Individual items must be evaluated separately. 
Nor must the whole output be overlooked. 
Stations that are preferred by the majority of listeners for their 
news programs generally have a clear policy regarding bulletin and flash II 
news. First, they define these terms. A bulletin is simply news of impor-
tance. A flash is news of transcendent impact. Each merits early airing 
even if it means interrupting other programs. Stations are alerted by the 
sound of five bells on the printer for bulletins and by ten or more bells 
for flashes. Bulletins and flashes should be ripped and read, preceded by 
an announcement to the effect that here is a bulletin or a flash . Sta-
tions which have earned the respect and confidence of listeners also have 
a policy of not permitting the words "bulletin" or "flash" to be used in 
connection with commercial announcements. To do otherwise is to dilute 
the importance and effect of the news bulletin or flash technique . 
What about mobile units? The economy-minded general manager will 
be quick to point out the man-hours and car-dollars of expense. Station 
wagons are expensive. Insurance, short-wave equipment, maintenance and 
repair costs add substantially to the station's overhead. However, more 
and more stations are using mobile units and broadcasting on-the-spot news. 
A mobile unit as such, however, is no magic assurance of superiority over 
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a station without one. Small, budget-conscious stations with dedicated 
personnel and a passion for consistent leg-work and use of the telephone 
can do a sparkling local and area news job. All other things being equal, 
however, being "on the scene" holds a special attraction for many lis-
teners. 
There is always the problem of personnel. Are there enough hours 
and personnel to perform the news function adequately? Do we, in truth, 
have a news staff or is it made up of a part-time chief announcer and one 
or two other announcers when they are available? Substantial soul-search-
ing and rigorous self-analysis are needed here. Staff names can be added 
freely to the annual roster forms sent to stations by publishers of year-
books, but the attention that a station's news commands among listeners 
and the merchandise that it moves for sponsors will tell the real story 
of the station's news effectiveness. 
It is fair, we think, to say that the small radio station that 
knows how much of a news staff it needs, employs that staff, and 
pays suitable attention to local affairs, is doing itself credit 
and living up to the public service commitments it accepted when 
it received a broadcasting license.l 
On the other hand, 
• radio .•• provided the world with something brand new and 
vital in news dissemination: absolute immediacy. This is and al-
ways will be the chief justification for radio news. If radio 
doesn't get the news out fast, it needn't get it out at all.2 
To summarize briefly, then, there are seven factors to be con-
sidered in shaping news policy: time and frequency decisions, quantity 
and nature of content, avoidance of "carbon copy news," definition and 
1Bob Siller, Ted White, and Hal Terkel, Television and Radio News 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1960), p. 16. 
2Ibid., p. 21. 
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study of primary and secondary news, resolution of the bulletin and flash 
techniques, the mobile unit, and news personnel. Let us now turn to pro-
cedure, the audience, the writer, and the announcer. 
Most of the time, the radio audience is one person. There are 
millions of radios, and billions of hours are devoted to radio listening 
each month, but the listener is just one--the housewife in the home as she 
goes about her daily chores, the husband on his way to work, the teen-ager 
at study, the baseball fan, the early-riser, the night-owl, the dentist, 
and the shopper. Each is a single audience. The days of family radio 
listening went out with the 1930's and, except for World War II and occa-
sional international crises, the radio audience has remained that way--
single listeners. This affects both the writer and the reader of news. 
There is little doubt that the "newsiest" news is that which is contained 
in a letter--from or to a friend, or from or to an absent member of the 
family. And when the letter is read aloud by one member of the family to 
others, it sounds newsy. There are valuable clues here to the writing and 
rea ding of radio news. The audience is one--many "ones"; it is not a vast 
throng gathered for an event. It can also be safely assumed that this one 
"audience" is a friend. After all, he or she has chosen the station and 
remains tuned in. There is an atmosphere of one-ness and friendliness 
that is not dissimilar to the family atmosphere. The writing and reading 
of radio news should conform to this atmosphere. It should be simple, 
direct, and unceremonious. Short, uncomplicated words are the rule--
brief sentences, small paragraphs. And primary thoughts should never be 
thrust upon the listener immediately. Connectors or connecting phrases, 
sometimes called "couplers" or "coupling pins," should be used to "condi-
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tion" the listener for the main idea which follows. "Freddie, what do you 
think happened to me today • • " is the way that the lady of the house 
softens up friend husband when he returns from work. Freddie is then all 
ears and doesn't miss a word of description of the new hat that the wife 
acquired. "There was a serious accident on Main Street at First Avenue 
just a few minutes ago" is the radio counterpart of this home conversation. 
The listener has been alerted. He will hear what follows. He will listen. 
A passage of writing of which I am particularly fond is a portion 
of the parable of the Prodigal Son. I discovered its application to writ -
ing and reading in Copy Technique in Advertising by Richard Surrey. 
And when he had spent all, there arose a mighty famine in that land; 
and he began to be in want. 
And he went and joined himself to a citizen of that country; and he 
sent him into his fields to feed swine. 
And he would fain have filled his belly with the husks that the 
swine did eat: and no man gave unto him. 
And when he came to himself, he said, How many hired servants of my 
father's have bread enough and to spare, and I perish with hunger! 
I will arise and go to my father, and will say unto him, Father, I 
have sinned against heaven, and before thee. 
And am no more worthy to be called thy son: make me as one of thy 
hired servants. 
And he arose and came to his father. But when he was yet a great 
way off, his father saw him, and had compassion, and ran, and fell 
on his neck, and kissed him . 
And the son said unto him, Father, I have sinned against heaven, and 
in thy sight, and am no more worthy to be called thy son. 
But the father said to his servants, Bring forth the best robe, and 
put it on him; and put a ring on his hand, and shoes on his feet: 
And bring hither the fatted calf, and kill it; and let us eat and 
be merry. 
II 
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For this my son was dead, and is alive again; he was lost, and is 
found. And they began to be merry. 
Mr. Surrey then explains that out of a total of 257 words, 214 
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are monosyllabic; 41 are of two syllables; and that only two, "both deeply 
charged with meaning," have three syllables. He points out also that 
there are no quotes, dashes, or brackets, and that the sentences and para-
1 graphs are very short. It may also be noted that the parable contains 
13 sentences, of which nine begin with "and." Of the 257 words, 32 are 
"ands." 
This is a good example of writing that is forceful and effective. 
Its value comes from its simplicity . Monosyllabic words, uncomplicated 
phrases, short sentences, and the use of bridges or couplers make the 
parable unusual in that it reads well and sounds well. It is powerful, 
whether read f rom the Bible or heard from the pulpit. It is the kind of 
writing which can strengthen radio news. 
Perhaps the best interpretation of the parable's value to news-
writers and newscasters lies in some suggestions by Carl Warren in Radio 
News Writing and Editing: 
The Friendly Voice Does It. At the risk o f redundance this 
author has pointed out--and will emphasize again and again--that 
the writer-editor projects himself into private homes as a guest 
and as such must express himself like one. 
However, it is the announcer whose voice actually enters the 
living room and it must be friendly •••• A trained announcer 
speaks as though he were talking to one person in a friendly, con-
versational tone. He is sincere, calm, persuasive and honest, for 
the radio is a good lie detector.2 
1Richard Surrey, Copy Technique in Advertising (New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1930), p. 196. 
2carl Warren, Radio News Writing and Editing (New York: Harper & 
Brothers, 1947), p. 162. 
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Also, in referring to a simple, personable quality that must al-
ways be present (and implying that this is a writer's as much as an an-
nouncer's responsibility), he says: 
"Spoken speech is one thing, written speech is quite another. 
Print is the proper vehicle for the latter, but it isn't for the 
former. The moment 'talk' is put into print you recognize that it 
is not what it was when you heard it; you perceive that an immense 
something has disappeared from it. That is its soul." 
This observation was made by Mark Twain • many years ago •• 
• • The great humorist probably referred to the appearance in 
print of one of his own inimitable after-dinner or platform talks. 
As he points out, when "talk" is put into print"something' is lost. 
Of course, the reverse is equally true. When "print"--or anything 
written for the eye--is put into "talk" you likewise perceive that 
"something" is lost. 
"Print"--that is, typewritten, teletyped or printed matter pre-
pared for reading--is the raw material of the news writer-editor. 
His task--indeed his primary task--is to process this material in 
such a way that the missing "something" is restored as the script 
is read aloud for ears to hear.l 
There must be rapport between the writer and the reader, and be-
tween the reader and the listener. When this and the other factors that 
bear directly on a station's news policy are carefully controlled on an 
hour-by-hour, day-to-day basis, radio journalism will have matured. 
1rbid., p. 116. 
I 
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CHAPTER VIII 
PROMOTION AND PUBLICITY 
Promot ion and publicity are functions and departments within them-
selves and, while cooperating closely with the program department and its 
s taff, they generally go about their business in their own separate ways. 
But the word "cooperate" has a special significance for the program di-
rector. 
The basic functions of the promotion and publicity departments, 
of course, are to give good and consistent visibility to programs, per-
sonalities, and projects of the radio station in widely assorted varieties 
of media. If the available radio audience does not know or is not ap-
prised of new performers, services, and programs, much time and oppo rtun -
ity are lost in the popularity race. So it is incumbent on program or 
publicity to take every scrap of program and station information and, 
where possible, convert it into an increasing audience. The program di -
rector has the opportunity and responsibility to think of programs that 
are not only valuable in themselves--that conform to community needs and 
tastes and are stimulating and beneficial to listeners--but that have some 
kind of built-in promotability or self-publicizing factor. How can ordi- II 
narily good program ideas be improved? Can thinking in terms of publicity 
value and promotion po tentials perhaps double the impact of a good pro-
gram? This is the possibility to which we now direct our at t ention. 
" 
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Personalities 
A program director should always think in terms of people outside 
of his station and who might lend added emphasis, excitement, and perhaps 
glamour to an already and otherwise good program idea. The following are 
some examples which illustrate the point: 
Business Barometer. It may be very good programming, in many mar-
kets, to have a weekly review of business directions and trends--the stock 
market, cost of living indexes, new construction, bank deposits, etc. But 
it would be better programming to have the show done by a local bank pres-
ident, an executive officer of a large local corporation, or the president 
of the local Chamber of Commerce instead of a staff announcer. 
City Health Diary . Some stations perform a welcome service for 
their communities with programs of health and hospital news--incidence of 
communicable disease, births , simple health precautions, etc. Staff an-
nouncers do creditable work in gathering data and airing the programs, but 
if the same f eature were to be done by a representative of the Visiting 
Nurses Association, the area Medical Association, or a well-known and re-
spected personality connected with one of the local hospitals, the effect 
would be better. 
Today's Prize Recipe. Women's programs invariably feature recipes 
and economical short cuts to good meals. Some advertisers, with their 
products as bases, of fer one-dish or whole meal suggestions in commercials. 
Women like this and listen. It is good programming, albeit average and 
somewhat unimaginative. Why not a simple contest among housewife lis-
teners, with each winner taping her own contribution? Or why not adapt 
the recipe idea to the wives of every grocery store and restaurant owner 
-------
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or manager in the station's listening area? There is good public-talk 
value in these new-talent approaches. 
Contests 
When a program director begins to think about contests, heap-
proaches a danger zone. There is nothing wrong with a bona fide contest 
with which to spice up the daily programming menu. And many contests pro-
vide a plus, especially when they stimulate thought or research among the 
radio listeners. On the other hand, trouble is waiting if contests are 
hastily created and poorly presented, if they insult the listener's intel-
ligence, do not give away the prizes they promise, or explain the order 
in which they will be awarded, or if they are lotteries. 
Many broadcasters will agree that contests have merit. They look 
upon them not only as a change of pace but as a device to attract lis-
teners to their programming fare. Among the better and more ethical 
broadcasters this is the sole purpose of contests. They have a well-
balanced schedule, top air personalities, a fine line-up of newscasts, and 
beautiful music. These broadcasters honestly believe that they are the 
very best in town . They indulge in a good contest once or twice each year 
to attract new listeners. They hope that their programming will sound so 
good that the new-found listeners will become permanent members of the fam-
ily. There is nothing wrong with this philosophy. 
However, other broadcasters program contests continually through-
out the year, year after year. One must listen to the station, not once 
or twice, but constantly, day after day, and week after week, lest he miss 
a syllable or clue thereby negating the chance to win. Cashiers' checks 
are purportedly hidden (frequently they are not), and vacations in Europe IL 
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or Bermuda are listed but seldom awarded (or they are given in return for 
personal payola). In general, a bizarre, carnival-like atmosphere pre-
vails, and radio broadcast ing becomes meaningless and perverted. 
Contests, generally, should be fashioned to fit the following 
specifications: 
1. They should serve the public and the station jointly. It is 
taken for granted that their object is to stir up talk about 
the station and attract new listeners. They should not be of 
continuing duration or otherwise designed to "buy an audi-
ence," or to retain the audience on pain of loss of something 
material. In serving the public they should make a contribu-
tion in addition to the hope of an anticipated reward. They 
should promote thought, research, or application of knowledge . 
They should highlight skill and ability. 
2. They should avoid the element of chance. No matter how sci-
entifically contrived, the selection of a name or telephone 
number from among a barrel of entries is chance. 
3. They should clearly state all the rule and all the judges, 
all the bases of judging, the disposition of prizes, and the 
rights of contestants in cases of ties. 
Programs outlawed by the Commission included those in connection 
with which a prize consisting of money or thing of value was awarded 
to any person whose selection depended in whole or in part upon lot 
or chance, if as a condition of winning or competing for such prize: 
(1) Such winner or winners were required to furnish any 
money or thing of value or have in their possession 
any product sold, manufactured, furnished or distrib-
uted by a sponsor of a program broadcast on the station 
in question; or 
(2) Had to answer correctly a question, the answer to which 
was given on a program broadcast over the station; or 
(3) Had to answer the phone or write a letter in a pre-
scribed manner or respond with a certain phrase if it 
had been broadcast over the station.l 
It is not easy to devise a contest that does not violate one or 
more of these circumscriptions. And some broadcasters, to their surprise, 
1Emery, op. cit., p. 225. 
will discover that the laws of the state within which they operate are 
even more stringent. 
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Games of skill and contests offering rewards for originality and 
creativity are good for both the station and the public. They can be pro-
moted without fear of criticism or reprisal, and in the knowledge that 
they will ultimately be of some benefit to all. 
Special Events 
Good programs in this category are always helpful in strengthening 
the station's image in the area and in cementing a more lasting bond with 
the community . They lend t hemselves to ready promotion. Special events 
activity also makes a station stand out in a community. Therefore, it is 
necessary that the program director think in meaningful terms · before 
harnessing program talent, effort, and expense to outside broadcasts de-
signed to bring an extra measure of attention to his station. Perhaps the 
best single question he can ask himself is, "What of a worthwhile nature 
will have been accomplished by this effort?" The answers must be care-
full y evaluated. Little can accrue today from a broadcast by a flagpole 
sitter; but the story might be different were we to do a day -by -day special 
event from a fall-out shelter wherein a mother, father, and t wo or three 
children had ensconced themselves. 
Very often program directors with just a little ex tra deliberation 
and thought can create an idea that not only justifies the station's ex ist-
ence and benefits the public, but helps the sales department as well. With 
the imminence of spring comes the urge to clean up, fix up, and paint up. 
This instinct can be converted into a contest or project that can result 
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in health and safety benefits to the residents of a community, cause it to 
become a nicer place in which to live, develop a spirit of competition, 
tie in with hardware and lumber companies, and paint and garden supplies 
retailers and, if a "before" and "after" aspect is involved, can be tied 
commercially to retailers of cameras, film, and developing services. 
In concluding the program director's relationship to promotion, it 
is generally agreed that he performs his function well when he creates and 
broadcasts programs of merit, but that he fills his role in broadcasting 
society completely if his programs lend themselves readily to promotion 
and publicity, especially the voluntary kind that will then come from the 
public. 
II 
CONCLUSION 
The radio program director is a surprising anomaly. While his 
station cannot possibly hope to be all things to all listeners at all 
times, he must be all things at all times to all of his personnel--a 
leader as writer, pronouncer, editor, newsman, music expert, promoter, 
analyst, and detail-master. 
How do broadcasting people become program directors? Most of them 
reach this position through a normal sequence of events. They may have 
been announcers, di rectors, and perhaps producers. They may have enjoyed 
seniority as announcers. Some may have pro duced a series of noteworthy 
special events or demonstrated exceptional organizational abilities in 
connection with, say, election returns broadcasts. Whatever the reason, 
a need eventually arises to create or to fill the position of "program 
director," and the man with the best track record generally gets the nod. 
Are these program director-designates really ready? Of course, as 
program directors they will have the right to change program titles and 
contents. And they will assign and modify announcers' shifts, decide the 
ex tent of coverage of certain news events, and create an occasional new 
program idea. Is this all? 
In the 1920's and 1930's, the programming function included the 
above chores and the necessity, now and then, of making a yes or no deci-
sion. It was not a great challenge because listeners were rather unusual. 
They accepted almost anything. They wrote "fan" letters and responded by 
the hundreds of thousands to radio offers of packages of seeds for ten 
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cents and one or two box tops . The evening hours were prime listening 
times , and during daylight hours the radio batteries were being recharged 
for yet another round of evening listening. Being a program director was 
not too difficult. 
Then came television, the medium with pictures. Almost at once, 
radio became an old toy . Although the audience available to each station 
was suddenly becoming smaller and smaller, more and more radio stations 
continued to be licensed. And it was here in radio history that the old 
rule book started heading for the scrap pile. Few broadcasters suspected 
it, however. New dimensions were being added to radio broadcasting's i 
specification sheet. Programming was developing into a study instead of 
! 
a hobby. Nonchalance among listener and broadcaster was becoming passe. I 
Few broadcasters , in the extremities of their role of second i II 
II 
fiddle on the one hand and lagging competitor on the other, realized the 
implications. Confronted with declining revenues, many radio stations 11 
economized themselves into pauperism and reduced the size and quality of 
their staffs to the brink of programming bankruptcy . Their responsibil- 1: 
II 
ities as meaningful servants to the public were displaced by a bizarre 
midway approach to the listener's attention. 
Except for occasional flurries of audience reaction, none of these 
efforts was lastingly successful. It soon became apparent that certain 
tangible factors--intangible ones, too--needed attention. There were 
real, definable circumstances that were affecting programming. Audience 
evaluation now demanded qualitative as well as quantitative analysis. 
Gradually the programmer was being challenged to make good pro-
grams better. "Putting something on the air" was no longer satisfactory. 
II __ 
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broadcasting must become more responsible. Where possible, programs 
must now involve the "community" and well - known and respected area per-
sonalities. The scene had changed. Most programmers were not ready. 
This is very recent past history. 
The foregoing chapters have dealt with spots in the radio broad-
casting scene that experience has revealed to be soft. Some of these soft 
spots have been corrected; others have not. The problem of audience frac-
tionation has been neglected by authors and researchers. For more than 
fifteen years it has been an enigma to broadcasters. Audience research 
as provided by research "specialists 11 still remains mysterious and unsat-
isfactory. Audience research, as a broadcaster's function, is almost non-
existent. Only occasionally are there attempts to establish educational 
standards for radio station employees. 
Will tomorrow be any different? What effect will the Oren Harris 
Committee investigation of ratings and of rating services have on radio 
programming? What are the implications of the F.C.C. 11 freeze 11 on AM con-
struction permits? What did ex-Chairman Minow imply when he said in his 
April, 1963 address that there should be more "specialization11 in program-
ming? 
The successful radio programmer can no longer be a lackadaisical 
participant or performer, or a part-time actor in a happy-go-lucky, ro-
mantic radio broadcasting scene. He must be a serious student of the fine 
art of service to a public that is hourly becoming more discerning, dis-
criminating, and demanding. A new society is calling for his finest in-
stincts and professional services. 
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